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Covid-19 is staying with us longer than we wished. A year ago, 
we transformed 6G Wireless Summit to a fully virtual event 
over one weekend. This year, we are celebrating 6G Summit’s 
third anniversary together with EuCNC’s 30th. In fact, we are 
co-organizing three major events during the next six months: 
6G Symposium in May, Joint EuCNC & 6G Summit in June and 
IEEE PIMRC in September. Due to continuing global restric-
tions, all will be virtual events. The positive side of the story 
is that remote participation is easy, affordable and environ-
mentally friendly. Hopefully next year, physical events can be 
organized again and we’ll all meet at the Joint EuCNC & 6G 
Summit 2022!
 
In the meanwhile, I invite you to explore our visioning, innova-
tions and collaborations introduced in this magazine which are 
taking place, every day, in numerous fronts. Enjoy the reading!
 

Matti Latva-Aho

Academy Professor, Professor of 
Communications Engineering, 
University of Oulu

Director of 6G Flagship

We are happy to introduce already the third edition of our 
6G Waves magazine which showcases the approach and 
achievements of our ambitious 6G Flagship research pro-
gramme at University of Oulu. We were the first ones to jump 
into 6G research, big time, in May 2018 as 6G Flagship was 
launched in Finland. A lot has happened around the globe 
since, and we are observing the recent developments with 
great enthusiasm.  

Year 2021 turns out to kick-start major global 6G research 
initiatives. Impressive research programmes have been 
launched with ambitious technical targets as well as nation-
al or regional goals in current global competition in the field. 
Horizon 2020 ICT-52 call resulted in nine 6G projects which 
started in January this year. Hexa-X, the European 6G Flag-
ship project, is one of those. Our expectations are very high 
as European projects have many times before paved the way 
for the next generation mobile systems - FRAMES for 3G, 
WINNER for 4G, METIS for 5G and now Hexa-X potentially 
for 6G. Interestingly, there are two European universities be-
sides Nokia and Ericsson who have participated in all these 
ground-breaking projects, namely Chalmers University of 
Technology and University of Oulu. Hopefully this is a good 
sign for the success of Hexa-X.
 
ITU-R has also increased activities on IMT systems towards 
2030 and beyond by launching vision work at the recent 
ITU-R meeting. The activities include the defining of the 
framework and overall objectives, in addition to the on-going 
technology trends work on technical and operational charac-
teristics. 6G Flagship will be closely watching and contribut-
ing to this work.
 
As we have been saying since the beginning of our program, 
sustainability and UN SDGs must be taken seriously when de-
fining the 6G vision and requirements. Digitalization of societies 
must be extended to both  wealthy and developing countries, 
and in metropoles and rural areas. Sufficient and affordable 
connectivity may offer ways out from poverty or inequality. We 
engineers must carry our responsibility and take these aspects 
into account as we define and design future solutions.
 

FOREWORD

Foreword
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HEXA-X PROJECT ENVISIONS 
SEAMLESS UNIFICATION OF THE 
PHYSICAL, DIGITAL AND 
HUMAN WORLDS

6G Visions

Hexa-X - the EU flagship research initiative led by Nokia Oyj 
(overall lead) and Ericsson (technical manager) and funded 
by the European Commission – builds on strong participation 
of major industry and academia stakeholders in Europe to de-
velop the foundation and contribute to industry consensus 
leading beyond 5G to 6G.

5G is currently paving the way for digitalization, and in the fu-
ture industries will become increasingly connected, automat-
ed and smart in conjunction with consumer interests. Where-
as 5G is significantly enhancing our ability to consume digital 
media anywhere, anytime, 6G should enable us to embed our-
selves in entire virtual or digital worlds.

Hexa-X creates a shared 6G vision and defines an intelligent 
fabric of technology enablers connecting human, physical, 
and digital worlds achieved through a new ecosystem of net-
works, sub-networks and device technologies. The project 
published a report “6G Vision, use cases and key societal 
values” late February, introducing the common vision from 
leading device vendors, operators, technology providers, re-
search institutes and universities.

“The focus is on structuring, framing, and developing tech-
nology for connectivity needs in the 2030 timeframe, as a 
first step towards realizing 6G,” says Dr. Mikko Uusitalo from 
Nokia Oyj, who is leading the project. “The transformation 
will undoubtedly generate unprecedented economic oppor-
tunities for enabling sustainable growth in a trustworthy way. 
To this end, 6G research should address studies into the fun-
damentals, design, realization, application and market op-
portunities of future communications systems.”

If we wish to promote a smooth deployment of future net-
works towards 2030, it is critical to define clear societal value 
goals, which help to frame 6G research and guide the subse-
quent design of future networks. The report introduces three 
core values for the new interactions enabled by 6G: trustwor-
thiness as a backbone of society; digital inclusiveness to con-
nect the unconnected; and sustainability to make the largest 
possible impact with sustainable global development goals 
such as energy efficiency and minimum CO2 footprint.

Aligned with the core values, the report identifies five fami-
lies of use cases – sustainable development, massive twin-
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ning, tele-presence, robots to cobots, and local trust zones 
– illustrating envisioned trends for the usage of 6G.  

“With this broad set of use cases, we envision a society that 
fully leverages on the capabilities of 6G, tightly integrating 
computation, AI governance, and localization and sensing 
with the communication system,” says Dr. Patrik Rugeland 
from Ericsson, who is Technical Manager of the Hexa-X pro-
ject. “This will foster a fully immersive cyber-physical world 
enabling the internet-of-senses and massive digital twin 
representations in all facets of society. With the integration of 
AI, we will see a paradigm-shift towards ubiquitous autono-
mous systems closely interleaved in every aspect of our lives. 
Furthermore, 6G is poised to play a significant role in fulfilling 
the United Nation Sustainable Development Goals.“

The usage and impact of 6G also needs to be measured, 
not only in the level of performance, but also value. Thus, 
the report explores, among others, the evolution of Key Per-
formance Indicators (KPIs) to address new use cases, and 
the definition of meaningful and measurable key value indi-
cators (KVIs) which capture trustworthiness, inclusiveness 
and sustainability. 

“As Hexa-X aims to put the human in the center, we can no 
longer rely on the legacy indicators from 4G and 5G, only 
looking at capabilities that are X times 5G,” Rugeland notes. 
“For certain aspects, it will be necessary to take a holistic 
view, for instance looking at bounded end-to-end latency or 
jitter instead of focusing on reducing the air-interface laten-
cy. Apart from that, the introduction and integration of novel 
technologies, that previously have not been associated with 
mobile networks, such as integrated sensing, compute, or ar-
tificial intelligence, will bring about a whole new set of indica-
tors specific to these technologies. Lastly, the major societal 
challenge of our day, to build a sustainable world, will require 
the project to develop and evaluate indicators to see how 6G 
can help address and achieve the SDG targets.”

As the Finnish 6G Flagship program has been a forerunner 
in 6G research for nearly three years already, it has a unique 
possibility to leverage its vision and key findings to be further 
discussed in the Hexa-X project. Experienced 6G Flagship 
professionals share their viewpoints and technical contri-
butions in Hexa-X for example in the areas of novel radio 
access and RF technologies, AI-driven air interface design, 
high-resolution localisation and sensing, dependability be-
yond URLLC, sustainability, spectrum and business of 6G. 

“We are in a unique position to contribute with a broad range 
of topics studied within Hexa-X by aligning some of the 6G 
Flagship research to support the goals of this project,” says 
Professor Matti Latva-aho, Director of 6G Flagship. “Our 
contributions will be in the areas where major improve-
ments are required in comparison to 5G and where disrup-
tions in some of the vertical ecosystems need to happen. In 
the near future, we will be contributing also to ITU-R vision 
building towards 6G, where Hexa-X can provide coherent 
target setting.”

Read more: 
hexa-x.eu

https://hexa-x.eu
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factor in the 6G network, thus significantly improving network 
densification and network throughput compared with the cur-
rent 5G networks. Even if the 6G system is technically feasible 
for a spectrum band, the protection of the existing systems 
may restrict the use of these bands. The spectrum availability 
through dynamic spectrum sharing is an opportunity, which 
needs to be carefully studied for 6G systems. Spectrum shar-
ing would allow the same band to be used by different users, 
based on varying levels of interference coordination introduc-
ing new research challenges.

Radio transceiver solutions

In current 4G and 5G mobile terminals, radio transceiver solu-
tions are mainly implemented with complementary metal ox-
ide semiconductor (CMOS) integrated circuit (IC) technology 
due to favorable cost, modularity and high level of integration. 
The expert group foresees that future 6G frequencies at 100 
GHz and above will also face major challenges due to the avail-
able transistor speed (such as fmax i.e. maximum frequency 
to achieve power gain) especially in silicon-based technolo-
gies such as CMOS and a silicon germanium (SiGe) HBT. Ap-
proaching the technology boundary leads to exponential deg-
radation in gain and output power as well as increased noise. 
“We will see many different approaches trying to reach higher 
frequencies including many semiconductor technologies in-
cluding III-V alternatives, new packaging solutions, increased 
integration rate with antennas and novel considerations to 
tackle digital interface,” Pärssinen says. “These aspects need 
to be also considered carefully when planning more hardware 
aware communications and sensing systems. The challenge is 
well beyond what we experienced in adoption of 5G.”

Innovations for high gain antennas

Fundamentally, the antenna’s gain can be improved by in-
creasing its aperture, which means either electrically large 
aperture antennas, such as integrated dielectric lens anten-
nas, or arrays of hundreds or thousands of antenna elements. 
Traditionally, an antenna is designed separately and connect-
ed to the RF system with a connector interface. “A separate 

WHITE PAPER ON RF ENABLING 6G – 
OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES 
FROM TECHNOLOGY

 TO SPECTRUM
The role of radio engineering and related hardware technol-
ogies is fundamental in the development of a new generation 
of cellular networks. The twelfth and final 6G White Paper in 
6G Flagship’s 2020 edition “White Paper on RF Enabling 6G – 
Opportunities and Challenges from Technology to Spectrum” 
covers key topic areas of RF including regulation and standard-
ization, radio transceiver implementation, radio signal propa-
gation, semiconductor technologies and integrated circuits, 
antennas, packaging, optical communications, and RF testing. 
The in-depth vision also introduces a set of research questions 
that the radio engineering community should tackle in order to 
achieve affordable 6G communication at THz frequencies with 
extreme data rates.  

The expert group leader Prof. Aarno Pärssinen took an active 
role in defining the contents and invited leading experts on ra-
dio engineering to contribute to the white paper. As a result, 
the international expert group with 34 participants presented 
various complementary expertise dimensions of radio tech-
nology. “The group’s expertise ensured a holistic end-to-end 
view over the radio topics, which need to be carefully explored 
before the 6G networks are in operation in the 2030 time-
frame,” Pärssinen says. 

Towards spectrum sharing 

The radio spectrum is the foundation for wireless communi-
cations and the 6G system is targeted for the existing bands 
for mobile communication systems, as well as with a whole 
new range of higher mmW and THz spectrums. The access to 
the spectrum is governed by national regulation bodies with a 
high level of international harmonization and the availability of 
new frequency bands is restricted by existing usage. The en-
visioned 1 Tbps extreme data rates require a significant spec-
trum to operate, and such frequencies are available at upper 
millimeter-wave (mmW) frequencies from 100 GHz to 300 
GHz or terahertz (THz) above 300 GHz frequencies. Lower 
frequencies currently used with the LTE and the 5G networks 
offer a great benefit of larger cell sizes with longer communi-
cation distances. Higher frequencies offer improved data rates 
for short-range connectivity, enabling a high frequency reuse 
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dedicated antenna 6G radiator will not be feasible at upper 
mmW or THz frequencies due to significant transmission line 
losses and high integration level of RF circuits and antennas,” 
Pärssinen notes. “The antenna performance can be improved 
by integrating the 6G antennas with the RF circuits or into RF 
component packages. The phased arrays are used with 5G 
systems and will be further studied for 6G systems. Currently, 
new materials and concepts with lens antennas are explored 
extensively for 6G, in conjunction with integrated antennas.”

Radio propagation challenges

The suitability of spectrum bands is influenced by radio prop-
agation losses that limit the communication distance and 
the coverage. The white paper discusses how atmospheric 
attenuation is composed of free space path loss, molecular 
absorption, and specific attenuation due to rain. Doubling the 
frequency quadruples the free space path loss. Molecular 
absorption has a moderate peak at 60 GHz by oxygen mol-
ecules and severe peaks above 380 GHz due to water vapor. 
Fortunately, there are even 100 GHz wide spaces between 
the absorption peaks with only moderate attenuation. Heavy 
rain and temporal rain rate variation affect substantially the 
signal strength of the long links. High gain antennas can be 
used to compensate high propagation losses enabling the 
range up to 1 km with the fixed links at frequencies up to 300 
GHz. “One must understand limitations differently in short 
and long range communications,” Pärssinen notes. “Also, 
the concept of multipath in communications needs to be re-
thought as only line-of-sight or extremely well reflecting sur-

faces may provide low enough propagation loss for extremely 
wideband signals.”

Need for simulations and measurements

Electromagnetic (EM) simulations, circuit-level simulations, 
and system-level simulations are critical to reducing complex 
6G hardware prototyping and the needed radio performance 
testing. As absolute physical dimensions reduce, the toler-
ances in the physical dimensions of electrical components, 
mechanical parts, and assembly accuracy will introduce sig-
nificant variation to the radio performance when the opera-
tional frequencies increase. The envisioned 1 Tbps da tarate 
requires an extreme information signal bandwidth, e.g. >100 
GHz, depending on used modulation, and the generation 
of such will be a challenge. Another challenge is to shift the 
modulated signal to the operational frequency e.g. 200 GHz, 
and in measurement systems frequency extenders are used 
for this purpose. The highest frequency for the traditional co-
axial test cables and connectors is 110 GHz, and testing of 
higher frequencies requires the usage of rigid waveguides. 
The RFIC measurements beyond 110 GHz are performed 
with meas urement probes connected with waveguides to 
frequency extenders. The system-level measurements of the 
6G radios will be performed in over-the-air (OTA) manner as 
with cur rent 5G mmW systems.

Read more: 
oulu.fi/6gflagship/6g-white-paper-rf-spectrum

6G Visions

https://www.oulu.fi/6gflagship/6g-white-paper-rf-spectrum
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EXPERT GROUPS EXTEND 
THEIR COLLABORATION  
Since early 2020, 6G Flagship has facilitated the work of 12 
expert groups on selected 6G themes with the goal of writing 
6G White Papers in a collaborative manner. From the partic-
ipants, who had voluntarily signed up for the joint 6G vision 
building through an open call, 250 experts from 100 organi-
zations in over 30 countries significantly contributed to the 
preparation of the 12 6G white papers. 

The joint 6G vision building led to the publishing of 11 white 
papers in June 2020 on selected 6G related themes including 
UN SDGs; business scenarios; validation and trials; remote 
area connectivity; networking; machine learning; edge intel-
ligence; trust, security and privacy; broadband connectivity; 
machine-type communications; and localization and sensing. 
“The remaining twelfth white paper was published in April 
2021 and it digs into the RF side of 6G discussing comprehen-
sively upcoming opportunities and related technical challeng-
es,” confirms Dr. Marja Matinmikko-Blue, who coordinated 
the writing process of the white papers. “All these twelve 6G 
White Papers have their roots in the world’s first 6G White Pa-
per published by the 6G Flagship in 2019, as a collaborative 
effort of 70 international experts.” So far, the openly available 
publications have been downloaded more than half a million 
times.

Sustainability, technology and business were the reoccurring 
themes in the white papers, highlighting the role of transdis-
ciplinarity in the development of future technology. “The de-
velopment of tomorrow’s sustainable technology solutions for 

solving sustainability related problems is a big responsibility 
but also a major opportunity. We, as a community, must ad-
dress it,” Matinmikko-Blue urges. 

After the expert groups’ major outcome was accomplished 
in the form of 6G White Papers, a series of webinars was held 
in September-December 2020, which gathered 805 partici-
pants from 67 countries and from 268 organizations to further 
discuss the white paper themes. 

“This new method of working, where 6G Flagship facilitated 
stakeholder interactions for joint 6G vision building and dis-
cussions, had its place and will also continue in some format 
in the future,” Matinmikko-Blue says. “Adding openness to the 
6G vision building by inviting voluntary participants through 
an open call brought together motivated experts to exchange 
totally new ideas.”

Several expert groups have continued to work on a number of 
scientific publications on key enabling technologies, business 
scenarios, as well as the white paper process itself. The expert 
groups also organize workshops and special sessions in ma-
jor conferences and lead several special issues in journals as 
guest editors on the white paper themes. Also, students have 
found the 6G White Papers, and thus 6G foundations are be-
coming increasingly broad. 

Read more: 
oulu.fi/6gflagship/6g-white-papers

6G Visions

https://www.oulu.fi/6gflagship/6g-white-papers
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6G RESEARCH VISIONS WEBINAR SERIES
 
 
• Challenges for 6G Addressing a Sustainable Future – What Is Missing Today?
• Essential Choices for Developing Preferred Business of 6G in the Age of Platforms, Ecosystems, and Empowerment 
• Remote and Rural Area Connectivity Challenges and Solutions 
• Deep Dive into the White Paper on Machine Learning in 6G Wireless Communication Networks
• Edge Intelligence
• Fundamental Research Challenges for Trust, Security and Privacy:  Where Are We Now and What Needs to Be  

 
Done to Have Trustworthy 6G?

• Scoring the Terabit/s Goal:  Broadband Connectivity in 6G
• Deep Dive into Machine Type Communication towards 6G
• Localization and Sensing – Technologies, Opportunities and Challenges
• Deep Dive into the 6G White Paper on Validation and Trials for Verticals towards 2030’s
• Deep Dive into the 6G White Paper on Networking
• Deep Dive into the White Paper on RF enabling 6G – Opportunities and  

 
Challenges from Technology to Spectrum – TBA

Watch all webinars on our YouTube channel and subscribe:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCi1VhmHuvkSnqrYuRCBx5Vw
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6G Flagship’s white paper series has inspired both starting and 
seasoned experts around the globe. Recently, the white papers 
extended the evolutionary approach of the Mobile Communi-
cations System course at Aalto University. 

Professor Tarik Taleb, who holds a professor chair in both Aal-
to University and University of Oulu and who led the writing 
process of the White Paper of 6G Networking, together with 
staff scientist Edward Mutafungwa arranged half-day semi-
nars where groups of students presented and discussed the 
white papers on multiple levels.

“The approach of using group work to study and present the 
6G white papers made it a useful learning experience, particu-
larly in current circumstances of remote learning due to the 
pandemic,” Mutafungwa says. “The white papers provided the 
students a glimpse of limits of legacy or emerging 5G systems 
and how these will be addressed in future 6G systems.”

The thematic division of each 6G White Paper allowed for each 
group to present the motivation of 6G from the perspective of 
each theme - sustainability, universal broadband, edge intel-
ligence, localization etc. The groups also highlighted 6G im-
pacts in different dimensions, including technical, business, 
social, and regulatory.

6G WHITE PAPERS ORIENTING STUDENTS 
TOWARDS FUTURE SYSTEMS

The white papers were written in a problem-oriented man-
ner, underpinned by global challenges, which inspired and 
motivated the students. Yufu Shan, who explored the 6G 
White Paper on Connectivity for Remote Areas, took special 
interest in solving the lacking of spectrum resources by shar-
ing bands with nation-wide operators, ensuring coverage by 
using macro cell, and enabling the connectivity by using mul-
ti-dimensional platforms, including vehicle BS, UAV, balloon, 
and satellite. 

Munavar Harris Thottoli, on the other hand, studied the White 
Paper on 6G Drivers and the UN SDGs. “I learned a lot about 
how 6G will shape the way for new applications and services 
in the future,” Thottoli said. “I am hoping to enter the ICT in-
dustry and be involved in the cloud domain in particular. 6G 
and cloud computing together will play a huge role for ena-
bling software services and applications adopting “as a Ser-
vice” (aaS) models.”

For Mutafungwa, the course created another layer of 6G ori-
ented exchanges and engagement as a continuum of his own 
contribution for the White Paper on 6G Drivers and the UN 
SDGs. “Such interactions are helpful in shaping a 6G future 
that is meaningful and not just producing technology just for 
tech-sake!” he concluded.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCi1VhmHuvkSnqrYuRCBx5Vw
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6G IN THE MAINSTREAM –  
HOW TO GET INVOLVED?

6G Visions

At the first European 6GSymposium, online on May 4-6, we 
look forward to welcoming specialists and non-specialists 
alike to an event jointly organised by 6GWorld, 6GIC, Inter-
Digital and University of Oulu’s 6G Flagship program. 6GSym-
posium will bring together a wide selection of thought leaders 
and influencers to take steps towards solving a number of vital 
questions regarding 6G. The goal is get the audience involved, 
ask questions, challenge the current thinking, and influence 
what 6G could look like. 

With an agenda ranging across five key themes – 6G Funda-
mentals; Technology Deep-Dives; 6G Delivery, 6G-Enabled 
Business Ecosystems; and Government, Policy & 6G – you will 
discover plenty of new ideas and have the chance to contrib-
ute your own. “Now is the time to join the discussion on 6G to 
shape it to fit your specific service needs in a sustainable man-
ner,” says Ari Pouttu, Vice-Director of 6G Flagship and member 
of the Organising Committee for the European 6GSymposium, 
and invites all to attend the event open-mindedly.

Talk about 6G is picking up internationally and starting to 
hit mainstream perceptions, for example with this recent 
piece in Bloomberg (https://www.bloomberg.com/news/
features/2021-02-08/forget-5g-the-u-s-and-china-are-al-

ready-fighting-for-6g-dominance). Is this a case of an early 
hype cycle to conceal the disappointment after 5G’s hype? 
While there may be an element of that, it also offers hope that 
there is a different and much-needed mechanism at work.

5G has a great story to tell. Unlike previous, consumer-fo-
cussed generations of mobile communications, 5G could en-
able whole new kinds of connectivity under the one technolo-
gy, uniting and simplifying enterprise connectivity for the first 
time. 5G could offer improved mobile broadband, of course, 
but it would also support massive low-power sensor net-
works, making it cheap, easy and flexible to equip industrial 
hardware with wireless sensors for better decision-making. It 
could support very low-latency and critical communications, 
ensuring that piloting vehicles (or surgery robots) remotely 
was a safe prospect or that emergency responders could al-
ways communicate. It sounds brilliant. 

And, in fact, it still could be. So far only the enhanced mobile 
broadband function has been finalised in standards bodies, 
leaving much of 5G’s value proposition unfulfilled. 

The complexity of 5G has been problematic; not just for the 
technology developers, but for their prospective customers. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2021-02-08/forget-5g-the-u-s-and-china-are-already-fighting-for-6g-dominance
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2021-02-08/forget-5g-the-u-s-and-china-are-already-fighting-for-6g-dominance
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2021-02-08/forget-5g-the-u-s-and-china-are-already-fighting-for-6g-dominance
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Private 5G networks for enterprise use are on the rise… but 
they have tended to be a long way from the ‘Quick and dirty 
plug-and-play’ of WiFi, to quote one industry source. They re-
quire specialised skills to implement and manage, restricting 
their usage to larger firms. Meanwhile, emergency responders 
can’t use 5G if it is only present across a fraction of the popu-
lation and host country geography, leading to a chicken-and-
egg scenario. 

Two years since the first commercial 5G rollouts, companies 
are still hosting labs to encourage enterprise application de-
velopers to test out what 5G can offer them. There’s still a long 
road ahead to bring the technology in line with real industrial 
use cases, practices and business cases; and why? “We didn’t 
get the end users involved until far too late in the process”, ex-
plains InterDigital’s Alan Carlton.

There is a lesson for us as we look ahead to future generations 
of technology – as business leaders, governments and tech-
nologists. We have to make sure that we align our aims with 
what the end users value and how they work if we don’t want 
to repeat the mistakes of 5G. We need to create frameworks 
for business to create and deliver services, not just a new radio 
technology. We need to be aligned with the societal drivers of 
the era 6G appears in, delivering actually more sustainable and 
trustworthy services rather than paying lip service to these 
ideals; which means aligning business models and incentives 
at a very early stage to ensure delivery. 

In a very real sense, we should welcome the buzz around 6G. 
This is the golden moment for business leaders, governments, 
security specialists and stakeholders of all kinds to sit down 
with academics, telecoms pioneers and research institutions 
to discuss what industry and society beyond 5G will actual-
ly need; how 6G can deliver this, in concert with other cut-
ting-edge technologies; and how we get there from here. And 
for interested stakeholders, please bear in mind that this jour-
ney is captivating, but requires a long-term commitment as 
concrete solutions are expected to appear in ten years’ time.

Read more: 
6gworld.com/6gsymposium

6G Symposium Europe
Shaping Industry & Society Beyond 5G
4-6 May 2021 • Virtual Event

Join more than 70 global thought leaders, including:
 
• Andreas Mueller, Chairman, 5G-ACIA
• Andre Fuetsch, President AT&T Labs & CTO, AT&T
• Arturo Azcorra, Director, IMDEA Networks
• Bernard Barani, Deputy Head of Unit, DG Connect, 

European Commission
• Catherine Van Holder, Director, Panopticon
• Colin Willcock, Chairman, 5G-IA
• Derek O’Halloran, Shaping the Future of  

Digital Economy & New Value Creation, World  
Economic Forum

• Konstantinos Chalkiotis, VP, 5G Solutions, Access & 
Home Networks, Deutsche Telekom

• Pamela Kumar, Director General, TSDSI
• Paul Hart, EVP & GM RF Power, NXP Semiconductors
 
Register for a free pass at 6gworld.com/6gsymposium

https://www.6gworld.com/6gsymposium
https://www.6gworld.com/6gsymposium
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Calls for Proposals & Participation

2021 JOINT 
EUCNC &  
6G SUMMIT
The 2021 Joint EuCNC & 6G Summit, initiated this year, builds 
on putting together two successful conferences in the area of 
telecommunications: EuCNC, in its 30th edition of a series, 
supported by the European Commission; the 6G Summit, in 
its 3rd edition, originated from the 6G Flagship programme in 
Finland, one of the very first in its area. Given the COVID-19 
pandemic the conference will be held in virtual format.

The conference is sponsored by the IEEE Communications 
Society and by the European Association for Signal Pro-
cessing, and focuses on all aspects of telecommunications 
ranging from 5G deployment and mobile IoT to 6G explo-
ration and future communications systems and networks, 
including experimentation and testbeds, and applications 
and services.

Calls for Proposals & Participation

Conference highlights
 
• 4 confirmed keynote speakers:  

• Michael Peeters: “Instructions to Antennas:  
6G on the back of an envelope (or napkin)“

• Roberto Verdone “IoT and 6G“
• Peter Vetter: “Augmenting Human Potential in 

the 6G Era“
• Manuel Ramalho Eanes: “How 5G Will Enable a 

Digital Society“

• Join us for an interactive exhibition on our virtual 
platform 

•  Register for free at www.eucnc.eu

https://www.eucnc.eu
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Calls for Proposals & Participation

IEEE 
PIMRC 2021
The 2021 IEEE International Symposium on Personal, Indoor 
and Mobile Radio Communications (IEEE PIMRC 2021) brings 
together global experts to the esteemed scientific and technical 
forum dedicated to diverse facets of wireless communications. 
For this edition, the 6G Flagship program team brings a fresh 6G 
flavor. As the global vision towards sustainable 6G is beginning 
to take shape, the event covers fundamental theory as well as 
experimental networks, services, applications and business. 

With the COVID-19 pandemic, PIMRC’21 will be fully virtual, 
offering a variety of engaging sessions from plenaries, panels 
and workshops to regular and special sessions introducing 
the latest research results. We are eager to discover your bold 
new research openings and topics that lead to voluminous 
discussions online.   

Join the builders of 6G

• Stay healthy, save in travel costs and join the 
builders of 6G online!  

• Our user friendly virtual platform offers easy 
access to wide audiences. 

• The virtual event offers low registration fees to 
the full program for authors and non-authors.

• Deadline for Panel Proposals is 23 April and for 
Workshop Paper submissions 14 May 2021. 

 
• Submit and register at pimrc2021.ieee-pimrc.org

https://pimrc2021.ieee-pimrc.org
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6G Flagship’s evolving experimental platform forms a core 
part of the Finnish research infrastructure for future wireless 
technologies - 6G-FUWIRI - which was recently selected to 
the National Roadmap for Research, Development and Inno-
vation. The granted status and funding from the Academy of 
Finland for basic radio technology research resonates with 6G 
Flagship’s endeavours in beyond 5G and 6G innovation and 
eases the financial burden of reaching towards higher frequen-
cies above 100 GHz.    

“When doing experimental research towards 6G, the equip-
ment needed are extremely costly as they push the technology 
envelope to new heights,” says Professor Ari Pouttu, 6G-FU-
WIRI project consortium leader at the University of Oulu. “The 
status as a national roadmap infrastructure is on one hand 

evidence of the high-quality research infrastructure that we 
have been building since 2015 and, on the other hand, it will 
improve the probability of getting funded for new features of 
the infrastructure.” The project is a joint effort with Tampere 
University, Aalto University and VTT Technical Research Cen-
tre of Finland Ltd. 

Revolutionizing 6G capabilities and 
integrated solutions  

The uniqueness of the experimental platform at the University 
of Oulu derives from a combination of set-ups which allow for 
example the exploration of high-frequency communications 
and virtual reality features among other key components of 
next-generation wireless systems. “Our sub-THz devices can 

6G FLAGSHIP’S EVOLVING 
EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM PUSHES 
THE TECHNOLOGY ENVELOPE TO 

NEW HEIGHTS
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be used to demonstrate super interesting features of emerg-
ing 6G, namely sensing and imaging the environment with the 
communications signals,” Pouttu says. “Another example is 
our 144 camera environment that can be used to provide 3-D 
models of humans or even locations thus giving rise to novel 
holographic communications.” 

Positioning accuracy, and imaging and sensing capabilities, 
integrated into the same system, are expected to revolution-
ize the use of wireless connectivity in a wide range of appli-
cations. “The most obvious case, I suppose, are autonomous 
platforms, may they be drones, cars, forklifts, trains, excava-
tors or harvesters,” Pouttu envisions. “In these platforms, the 
new capabilities intertwined with powerful AI at the edge 
provided by 6G, will create autonomy or at least seamless re-
mote operation capabilities boosting the productivity of such 
investments. When looking from human perspective, the 6G 
signal not only conveys data but can also be used for imaging 
and sensing the environment and this combined with power-
ful AI tools may indicate the birth of a so-called 6th sense, that 
of predicting the near future.” 

The evolving infrastructure takes into account a variety of 
expected requirements in future integrated solutions which 
are deemed crucial for evaluating complete systems. As an 
example, it reflects the major change that took place with 
the introduction of millimeter wave (mmW) frequencies in 
the 5G system, which revolutionized the measurement and 
evaluation principles of telecommunication systems. “The 
5G mmW system is specified so that RF performance is sole-
ly measured over the air (OTA) -methods, while conductive 
measurements have been used with previous telecommu-
nication generations,” says Dr. Marko Leinonen, Research 
Director. “The OTA measurements were introduced as a 
standard measurement method due to increased parallelism 
in RF signal paths and antennas in the 5G system. The OTA 
measurements will play a significant role in the future 6G 
system, as well, with highly integrated RF solutions without 
any possibility for conductive testing at operation frequen-
cy of the 6G system. The sub-THz operational frequencies 
with sub-millimeter wave lengths will set still unknown new 
requirements for 6G OTA testing. Therefore, we are already 
working with OTA measurements up to 330 GHz. New up-
coming measurement equipment will enhance our modulat-
ed signal capability significantly towards datarates required 
by future 6G systems.”  

At the same time, radio channel characterization and meas-
urements are pivotal to understanding how sub-THz fre-
quencies, which are beyond the currently used 5G frequen-
cies, can be utilized for 6G communication purposes. “The 
new frequencies, which are expected to be used for 6G com-
munications, are spanning from 5G millimeter wave frequen-
cy bands of 40 GHz up to 300 GHz,” says Professor Aarno 
Pärssinen who leads the Devices and Circuit Technology 
strategic research area at 6G Flagship. “These sub-THz fre-
quencies have not been previously used for telecommuni-
cation purposes, and thus, we are eager to explore them in 
different use-cases and physical environments.” 

The usage of sub-THz frequencies is also a key to supporting 
the envisioned extreme data rates up to 1 Tbps in 6G com-

munications. The high-data rate 6G signal bandwidth will be 
tens of GHz and it needs to be allocated sub-THz frequen-
cies, where enough frequencies are available. “In practice, 
6G communication will be based on highly directive wireless 
links, where the beam signal power is highly focused in order 
to extend the available link range,” Leinonen says. “We have 
already OTA tested some lens antennas supporting the 300 
GHz frequency band, and those have been developed within 
the 6G Flagship program.”  

However, the sub-THz radio circuit developments are con-
strained by the maximum operation frequency of the manu-
facturing processes of RFIC, which will set limitations for RF 
transmission power from the RFIC. Additionally, the noise 
performance of RF amplifier will be degraded with higher op-
erational frequency of the system. “6G sub-THz radios will re-
quire integrated antennas inside of RFICs in order to maximize 
transmission power from the RFIC,” Pärssinen notes. “The lat-
est and upcoming additions to our trial environment support 
fresh research ideas and design innovations to merge the sub-
THz RF and antenna designs.” 

State of the art experimentation and  
5G integration  

A large part of 6G Flagship’s experimental research is still 
related to the upcoming releases of the 5G technology. 6G 
Flagship’s open 5G Test Network is a carrier-grade mobile 
network where the team functions as network operator pro-
viding e.g. SIM-cards. “Due to local operation, it represents the 
emergence of a new operator business model dubbed micro 
operator,” Pouttu says. “Being also fully controlled by us, any 
testing - may it be applications, devices or testing tools - is 
straightforward to organize. We are also constantly upgrad-
ing standard-compliant base stations and UEs to allow state 
of the art experimentation in ICT technologies and also in 
eHealth, transportation, energy, Industry 4.0 and so forth. To 
allow experimentation in these domains, we are integrating 
5G technologies to e.g. drones, cameras, cars, excavators, ro-
bots, and AR/VR devices.”  

6G Flagship’s research teams are currently working in nu-
merous EU Horizon 2020 projects where different sites in 
Europe are connected together to take global testing of 
5G solutions to different vertical businesses. The recently 
launched H2020 Hexa-X European flagship project towards 
6G intensifies these efforts. “Companies and projects of all 
sizes can benefit of our insights on inter-related technolo-
gies - 5G-enabled mobility, augmented and virtual reality, 
and machine-to-machine communication,” Pouttu con-
cludes. “We invite you to join us for experiments to see how 
the joint innovation can strengthen your business, products 
and services in ICT and beyond.” 
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PARTNER WITH US FOR 
EXPLORATION AND TRIALS 

TOWARDS 2030

Enhance your company’s products and services with our end-
to-end experimental platform and take a technology leap. 
With us, you can discover the data-driven future society al-
ready today. 

6G Flagship Experimental Platform at the University of Oulu 
supports early, open-minded experiments in mobile wireless 
connectivity, services and analytics.  Technology and service 
developers, owners of industry campuses and technology vi-
sionaries can benefit from our expertise in 5G adoption and 
6G innovation.  

We are an ideal partner for evaluating and experimenting what 
value mobility and device autonomy can bring specifically for 
your company. We have already integrated 5G mobility into 
numerous areas with the latest available technology, digital-
izing e.g. logistics chains, industrial internet, environmental 
monitoring, and big data transfer. 
 
Early experiences of future mobility 

With our expert support and our live mobile network, you can 
gain early experiences of how mobility suits devices which 
are now limited into specific locations or may not be inter-
acting with their environment. In the future, these devices will 
observe, react and interact with their changing environment 
through wireless connectivity. 

We operate our end-to-end live 5G Test Network (5GTN) as a 
neutral host without the restrictions of commercial services. 
Our mobile network offers testing and integration possibilities 
from cm-wave to mm-wave technologies. You can use a dedi-
cated sandbox to explore, for instance, latency, speed, energy 
consumption and optimal 5G architecture.  

Co-creation with us is flexible and rewarding. You can bring 
your pre-commercial devices and services which we can 
test together in our end-to-end system and you can suggest 
your open research questions for us the tackle. You can also 
connect your own devices to the 5GTN or borrow some of 
ours free of charge, including e.g. various UEs, I.e., sensors, 
modems/development boards, measurement devices and 
AR/VR-devices.  

6G Innovation 

10 reasons to partner with us for 
exploration and trials towards 2030

1. Gain early experiences through joint experiments 
that support your digitalization strategy.  

2. Increase your knowledge on the expected societal 
and business needs during the next ten years. 

3. Define and create requirements for next genera-
tion technologies together with us. 

4. Unleash the full potential of mobility as we joint-
ly explore technologies and connected devices 
which are not yet commercially available. 

5. Identify development needs and optimize your 
product for wireless connectivity.  

6. Speed up your technology innovation as you inte-
grate devices into our end-to-end system. 

7. Discover new potential application areas in ICT but 
also in vertical sectors including industry, energy, 
health, transport and logistics.

8. Innovate new services, including artificial intel-
ligence and machine learning capabilities, with 
sensor data from our hundreds of devices and 
low-latency data transfer. 

9. Explore location-specific services that enable con-
trolling of the operational environment and devices.  

10. Discover new collaboration and networking pos-
sibilities through our extensive global network in 
both industry and academia.  

Watch our new video: https://youtu.be/8jBZJvaMkqE

https://youtu.be/8jBZJvaMkqE
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You can also utilize our software-based open-source proto-
types which are ideal for example for optimizing the network 
architecture for the collaborator’s desired application area. 
Your early prototypes can be integrated into our end-to-end 
mobile network introducing mobility into completely new 
use cases covering e.g. industrial sites, autonomous vehicles 
or cybersecurity.  

In addition to our wide campus area, we can arrange radio cov-
erage in new spots such as hospitals and industrial sites. We 
also bring you the benefits of our wide partner network includ-
ing 5G Test Network Finland.                  
 
Transforming applications and services 

We also offer an IoT data platform which supports the devel-
opment of new applications and services, aligned with main 
industry standards. Our campus wide IoT network of close 
to 500 sensors supports multi-source data composition and 
data refinement based on various environmental parameters 
including air quality, space occupancy and noise level of the 
surroundings. 
 
Connect your own devices and test them in our sensor infra-
structure for your development purposes. You can also test 
our indoor navigation attributes provided by the positioning 
system which covers every corner of the 135 000 m2 Linnan-
maa campus. Full-scale technical support from our experts is 
available for the test process. 

With different computational resources in our network, our 
experts in analytics can offer AI and ML services that will 
transform applications as they are brought to the edge of 
the network. We provide tools and insights for the explora-
tion of extremely fast, dynamic and data-centered applica-
tions utilizing machine learning techniques. With us, you can 
investigate the endless possibilities of human-machine and 
machine-to-machine interaction which will produce drastic 
societal changes in the upcoming years.  

You can also utilize data collected from our mobile network 
and IoT devices for trials in artificial intelligence, analytics and 
computational advancements.    
 
Experiments towards 6G Proof of Concepts    

Our solid expertise on novel architectures and algorithms 
helps you in reaching towards faster data rates and higher 
frequencies where current materials solutions may no longer 
function as in their lower equivalencies. With us you can ex-
plore numerous scenarios and innovative use of imaging and 
sensing technologies – one of new envisioned capabilities of 
future 6G systems. 

We have already tested and implemented the first technology 
building blocks for 6G Proof of Concepts (PoCs) in our labora-
tories. The implemented blocks of radio frequency transceiv-
ers include amplifiers and phase shifters followed by sub-THz 
antennas, and frequency generation circuitries, which we can 
measure up to 330 GHz with continuous and modulated test 
signals. First results show a lot of promise also towards future. 
Gain early access to the testing possibilities of a variety of 

6G Innovation 

We are open to partnerships in multiple 
formats, which include e.g.   

• joint projects and innovation for new openings

• joint publications (including white papers and  
magazines) 

• patents, invention disclosures and licensing  
agreements 

• inputs to standardization or regulation 

• joint trials or demonstrations 

• shared infrastructure, equipment or software  
donation

• shared data

• concepts, models, prototypes and designs

• shared human resources and visits 

• hiring and supervision of students and graduates

Learn more about our EU projects and experts:   
oulu.fi/6gflagship/partnerships

PoCs and learn from our experiences. Following an ambitious 
roadmap, we will integrate the individual technology building 
blocks into 6G system-level PoCs which will allow testing in 
an end-to-end manner over the air, as performed with 5G mil-
limeter-wave systems. The increased integration level will limit 
testing possibilities of individual blocks and components in the 
system level PoC, which may be in the form of a mobile device 
or a base station. Accurate electro-magnetic and system-level 
simulations of technology building blocks of 6G radios are our 
highest priority in order to perform optimal system-level trade-
offs - one of our key radio-related research topics.  

With us, you can also gather insights on complementary, 
highly promising multi-use future technologies such as vis-
ible light communications (VLC) which is capable of provid-
ing secure, safe, and private communications exploiting the 
lighting infrastructure.  

https://www.oulu.fi/6gflagship/partnerships
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EXTREME ULTRA RELIABLE LOW 
LATENCY COMMUNICATION 

REVOLUTIONIZES 
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Finland and South Korea are two countries with strong foot-
prints in technology, particularly in wireless communications. 
After contributing to the world’s first commercial success of 
5G, the countries are now jointly developing future IoT con-
nectivity for demanding industrial settings.  

Since April 2020, Electronics and Telecommunications Re-
search Institute (ETRI) in South Korea and University of Oulu 
in Finland have collaborated on a joint project to build a long-
term vision of next-generation Ultra Reliable Low Latency 
Communications (URLLC) services, focusing on specific use 
cases and key technical requirements. 

Due to the growing demands from various verticals, especially 
Industry 4.0, it is crucial to evolve URLLC beyond 1ms laten-
cy and reliability of 99.999%. “Current 5G URLLC technology 
has inherent limitations to fully support future services in the 
view of data rate, connectivity, and latency,” says Dr. Hyun Kyu 
(HK) Chung, project coordinator at ETRI. “These shortcom-
ings emerge due to the mostly independent operation of three 
novel service scenarios in 5G: enhanced mobile broadband 
(eMBB) targeting broadband users; massive machine type 
communications (mMTC) targeting large numbers of IoT de-
vices; and URLLC targeting communications with strict per-
formance guarantees. Therefore, future 6G systems will need 
to integrate multiple, or even all, of the service scenarios, and 
must evolve to push the current limits to support an integrated 
but efficient framework.”

The joint work began with the question of identifying the 
evolution of URLLC from 5G to 6G and recognizing the areas 
where a clear disruption is needed. “We are now proposing 
new service classes such as broadband URLLC, scalable and 
extreme URLLC and investigating candidate enabling tech-
nologies,” says Adjunct Professor Nurul Huda Mahmood, 

project coordinator in 6G Flagship. “Out of the many inter-
esting open research questions on next generation URLLC, 
we have identified two core technology topics for joint re-
search work - adaptive polar coding and position-aided pre-
dictive radio resource management - both of which are rela-
tively novel topics with huge potential gain in improving the 
system performance.” 

Adaptive polar coding is a low-complexity coding scheme 
that is expected to ensure highly reliable transmissions that 
can easily adapt to the random fluctuations of the wireless 
channels. On the other hand, position-aided predictive ra-
dio resource management algorithms will utilize the loca-
tion information of the devices and advanced predictive 
techniques to ensure high data rates with high reliability 
and low latency.  

Tactile Internet, as a key driver for URLLC evolution, is an il-
lustrative example of applications of these core technologies, 
which can enable various applications for example in Industry 
4.0 use cases including digital twins and other human ma-
chine interface (HMI) applications. 

A vast array of IoT devices collecting real-time data through 
robust wireless connectivity allows the digital twins to dy-
namically update and change along with their physical 
counterparts, collectively known as cyber-physical systems 
(CPS). A CPS-based Tactile Internet opens doors to a wide 
range of novel applications. For example, experts equipped 
with wearables and other HMI-enabled devices may remote-
ly operate physical systems from distant locations, diagnose 
and repair them in case of failures, and make informed and 
rational production plans based on accurate predictions 
powered by advanced artificial intelligence algorithms. Fur-
thermore, multiple experts located in different locations may 

6G Innovation 
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seamlessly interact with the digital twins to virtually imple-
ment and test new features before they are deployed in the 
real physical systems.

The Cyberspace-based tactile internet use cases, on the other 
hand, comprise of humans wearing wearables and interacting 
with virtual spaces implemented in the network, where the us-
ers feel as if they were present in a real place of interest direct-
ly interacting with its surroundings. One example is a face-to-
face (F2F) conference where remote attendees feel as if they 
were in a conference room where they can look at any direc-
tion. The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has further highlighted 
the demand for such applications.

The development of Tactile Internet based service scenarios 
in now ongoing and the project partners aim to validate them 
in real test network deployments at ETRI and University of 
Oulu that are already pushing the limits of current standards. 
“In practice, ETRI’s state-of-the-art Industrial IoT Testbed, 
which is based on the latest 3GPP 5G release, shows that it 
is almost impossible to achieve end-to-end latency less than 
the minimum end-to-end latency required for some use cases 
in factory automation in recent 5G standard using the current 
5G implementation,” says Dr. Jaesheung (Jason) Shin who is 
a principal engineer at ETRI and the leader for the Test and Val-
idation work package. “This motivates the development of an 
extreme URLLC service mode, which was suggested for the 
industrial use of 6G in a recent WWRF meeting and could be 
referred to in terms of our joint test network demonstrations 
in the future.” 

Considering the track-records and prior success stories in 5G 
adoption of ETRI and University of Oulu, this effort is expected 
to truly showcase how cross-continental collaboration pro-
motes innovative research with high societal impact.

• National AI Research Institute, established in 1976 

• Groundbreaking ICT innovator focusing on re-
search, development and distribution of indus-
trial core technologies in the field of Information, 
Communications, Electronics, Broadcasting and 
Convergence technologies  

• Recent R&D achievements include Deepview – 
Visual intelligence source technology platform; 
Time Controlled Tactile Optical Access (TIC-TOC) – 
25Gbps-class tactile Internet technology; and UHD 
mobile broadcasting technology 

• ~ 2260 employees  

• 2632 patent applications (domestic and interna-
tional, 2019) 

• 683 adopted standards contributions (domestic and 
international, 2019) 

Watch ETRI’s video: https://youtu.be/gsT_vvAfVbA
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5G FAST APPROACHING THE 
WORLD OF INDUSTRY

6G Innovation 

The 5G VIIMA project, which has developed 5G networks and 
related applications to meet the needs of industry, is due to end 
in spring 2021. The two-year project pulled together seven re-
search organisations and around 20 companies into a research 
consortium that investigated and developed the use of wire-
less 5G technology in industry. Next up on the drawing board 
is the new industry project SISU.

The 5G VIIMA project, which was coordinated by the Universi-
ty of Oulu, has had two key areas of 5G technology at its core: 
local networks and the Internet of Things (IoT). An increasing 
number of organisations are interested in deploying their own 
closed communication network, and 5G can make this hap-
pen. Because 5G primarily operates on higher frequencies, the 
base stations must be closer together, and this enables the 
formation of local “micro-operators” with their own private 5G 
networks. Furthermore, the possibilities for the IoT – meaning 
the utilisation of devices, machines and sensors through a 
wireless network – are greatly expanded by this capacity and 
speed of 5G.

How could industry make use of these features? The answers 
depend always on the particular situation, explains researcher 

Marja Matinmikko-Blue from the University of Oulu, Centre for 
Wireless Communications.

“Participating in the 5G VIIMA project were a number of dif-
ferent kinds of industrial locations, including both closed en-
vironments such as a Nokia factory and also areas such as the 
Port of Oulu where there are many different stakeholders. For 
each location, we considered both the challenges involved 
and the particular 5G solutions and other ICT solutions that 
would be beneficial in that context.”

5G VIIMA Coordinator Olli Liinamaa, who works in the same 
research unit, highlights the benefits of wireless communi-
cations. “If the devices move around, then the data transfer 
must of course be wireless, but wireless solutions also solve 
the many problems that would arise for stationary machinery if 
their location would change. Cabling is discarded, as are fault-
prone routing adjustments.”

The starting point for the use of 5G networks is the infrastruc-
ture in each particular location, which can include both the lo-
cal network and also traditional operator networks and other 
communications networks. The utilisation of IoT, on the other 
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hand, starts with reflecting on the situations and activities for 
which wireless would be beneficial. In addition, the need for 
other ICT solutions must be examined: for example, one of the 
solutions implemented at the Port of Oulu is situational data 
collected using video cameras and sensors and then transmit-
ted via the network to actors in the area.

“We need to understand the real challenges of the actual op-
erating environment,” Matinmikko-Blue summarises. “This 
can only be done through multi-stakeholder teamwork. In the 
5G VIIMA project, the different parties were brought together 
around the same table to form a shared understanding of the 
operating environments and their challenges. Companies and 
research partners were able to develop wireless solutions to-
gether and try them out in the real world.”

“For example, workshops were held at the Port of Oulu in or-
der to first understand the operating environment: what takes 
place there, what stakeholder groups there are and what they 
do. In the same way we also considered the different ICT ele-
ments in order to understand what networks, operators and 
ICT solutions are in place at the Port of Oulu. Based on this 
data, we started to think about what kinds of solutions were 
needed and then moved forward step-by-step, for example by 
measuring the capacity of the current networks.”

Follow-on project to put solutions  
into practice 

According to Matinmikko-Blue, creating a forum for debate 
and a culture of experimentation has been a key achievement 
of 5G VIIMA. When large operators and equipment manufac-
turers, small ICT solution suppliers and researchers work 
together to transmit technological information to industrial 
companies, and when these companies then give insights 
into their practical uses and drawbacks, technological op-
portunities and needs slot together and real solutions take 
shape. Furthermore, these solutions that have been devel-
oped and tested out in Finland can then be exported all over 
the world.

There is also a need to understand related regulations. For this 
reason, 5G VIIMA has also involved the participation of the na-
tional regulator, the Finnish Transport and Communications 
Agency Traficom, which has been able to clarify the telecom-
munication regulatory situation and explain about matters 
such as the radio frequencies that will be used for 5G.

This interactive process enables a clarifying and refining of the 
industrial use cases for 5G and the needed ICT solutions in a 
way that would not be possible without such cooperation. “It 
is precisely the exchange of information that has been consid-
ered very useful,” Matinmikko-Blue points out.

“A particular challenge for local networks is the availability of 
5G radio frequencies. There is a shortage of good frequen-
cy bands that could be used to cost-effectively construct a 
local network. In addition, national regulation regarding who 
is granted the frequency usage rights varies considerably 
even between European countries. Similarly, there is a great 
deal of disparity in the regulation of local networks – indeed, 
the very formation of such networks is still not possible in 

many countries. Finland has been among the first to make 
decisions on 5G frequencies, while elsewhere the work is 
still in progress.”

As regards IoT solutions, one effective general approach that 
emerged was the “digital twin” concept, which involves cre-
ating for the particular target – such as a production process 
or the operations within a certain area – a model (digital twin) 
which is then optimised. In addition to sensor data, the system 
can also make use of other resources such as video and exter-
nal information sources.

However, the more detailed development and utilisation of 
wireless solutions in the industrial environment is still in its 
infancy. “There is a wide spectrum of opportunities, and 5G 
VIIMA has not got very far in testing them out,” Matinmik-
ko-Blue says.

Liinamaa recognises that many questions remain unanswered.  
“Although the project carried out numerous experiments in a 
real-world environment, 5G networks still lack many useful 
features and the commercialisation of industrial applications 
is still only just getting started.”  

Matinmikko-Blue summarises the objectives of the follow-on 
project: “The experiments will be expanded and new in-
dustrial environments will be included. The aim is to identify 
business opportunities – what are the benefits of wireless 
solutions from the perspective of both the provider and the 
industry – and to produce solutions that can be commercial-
ised for global markets.”

Sustainable development as a criterion for 
both industry and ICT solutions

A key new aspect are the sustainable development goals inte-
grated throughout the follow-on project; the aim is to achieve 
sustainability both in industrial operations and in the solutions 
developed for them.

“5G VIIMA only made reference to the sustainability perspec-
tive, while the follow-on project will place it right in the cen-
tre,” Matinmikko-Blue explains. “The sustainability challenges 
of industry are brought to the attention of ICT solution devel-
opers, and the solutions themselves must also be sustainable. 
One crucial factor here is improving energy efficiency.”

Energy efficiency has been one of the starting points for de-
veloping 5G: increased data transfer capacity requires de-
creased energy use per byte of data transferred. It is difficult, 
however, to measure this.

“There are as yet no proper end-to-end measures for 5G ener-
gy consumption. However, these questions have already been 
raised, and in March 2021 the Ministry of Transport and Com-
munications published a Finnish climate and environmental 
strategy for the ICT sector.”

More than 15 industrial partners and seven research organ-
isations have already joined SISU, the new two-year project 
proposal, so the necessary pieces are nearly in place. The rest 
depends on the funding.
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As we prepare for the future data-driven society in 6G, AI 
solutions and sensing intersect with wireless connectivity. 
In Praneeth Susarla’s research, an antenna adopts the role of 
a sensor that transmits and receives radio signals. He aims to 
efficiently integrate sensor functionalities such as MIMO and 
massive MIMO using the framework of reinforcement learning 
over radio beamforming communications. 

“Integrated artificial intelligence like reinforcement learning with 
millimeter wave (mmWave) radio beamforming has high massive 
potential in parallel with the development of millimeter wave ra-
dios for sensing besides communications,” Susarla underlines. 

Now, he is developing a learning framework using Reinforce-
ment Learning that can perform beamforming in an online 
manner under generic channel conditions. He is also contrib-
uting to the development of using mmWave radios for sensing 
besides communications in 5G and beyond networks. This 
involves integrating learning-based activity detection algo-
rithms with 5G and 6G radio hardware. 

“Using radios for sensing besides communications could 
have a significant impact in the society and can provide good 

business opportunities in the future,” Susarla says. “This en-
hancement of radio capabilities can be well integrated with 
other sensors such as camera and Lidar. It can also be dis-
ruptive in many applications such as human activity detec-
tion, vital sign monitoring, and advanced analytics based on 
people’s presence.”

Mastering our arbitrary 3D environment

While deep learning has been successfully used to solve var-
ious 2D computer vision problems, the major challenge of 
computer vision is that our surrounding world is essentially 
three-dimensional. It consists of an unorganized set of arbi-
trarily shaped and positioned 3D objects with appearance that 
can change drastically due to geometric and photometric var-
iations such as 3D rotations, shading and partial occlusions.

Nowadays 3D computer vision combines methods from con-
ventional geometric vision and modern deep learning. “Our re-
search covers various aspects of 3D imaging, where cameras 
are used for acquiring 3D information from the environment,” 
Prof. Janne Heikkilä describes. “For example, we have carried 
out pioneering work on geometric camera calibration and pub-

SENSING AND  
DEEP LEARNING  
IN INCREASINGLY COMPLEX 
ENVIRONMENTS

6G Innovation 
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lished one of the standard algorithms for RGB cameras that has 
been used extensively both in industry and academia.” 

The team’s recent works include, for example, RGBD (+depth) 
camera calibration, a SLAM system called DT-SLAM, and 
methods for dealing with motion blur in mobile photography.

“One research problem that we are currently investigating, is 
how to extract depth information from a single RGB image,” 
Heikkilä says. “Another ongoing research line aims to the de-
velopment of novel view synthesis methods that enable ren-
dering images of 3D environment from arbitrary viewpoints 
based on a small set of reference images.”

The methods that Heikkilä and his team develop are generic 
and they can be used in various applications where 3D per-
ception, localization, mapping, and navigation are needed. Key 
application areas include, for example, mobile imaging, aug-
mented and virtual reality, and robotics.

Cutting the energy demands

With the nearly endless amount of possible application areas, 
one key challenge arises. The training and inference of deep 
convolutional neural networks, as the major machine learning 
technique, requires tremendous energy supplies. Cutting the 
energy demands saves huge amounts of energy and environ-
mental costs and calls for improved solutions - across layers.

In his research, Mehdi Safarpour combines techniques from 
the transistor level up to architecture and algorithm levels as he 
attacks the problem of energy efficiency in digital accelerators, 
through a holistic approach.  He targets the problem of tremen-
dous increase in energy demands of emerging technologies es-
pecially in deep neural networks and massive MIMO scenarios. 

“As an 6G-oriented example, take massive MIMO antennas. 
With the increase in number of antennas of a MIMO applica-
tion, the number of arithmetic operations increases dramati-
cally,” Safarpour asserts.

Most of the algorithms for MIMO heavily involve matrix com-
putations, which happen to be the most compute intensive 
parts of MIMO algorithms. “We have created a low-power 
solution, which is specific for general matrix operations,” Sa-
farpour says. “According to our experiments, the energy for 
matrix computations can be reduced 50% without any perfor-
mance loss. We perceive that our solution can be incorporated 
in any other applications which require lots of matrix operation 
and which are restricted in power or energy budget.” 

He is now working on reducing power through reducing volt-
age. “We have developed a couple of solutions that enable 
reducing voltage of e.g., a GPU or an FPGA device that is run-
ning a computationally intensive algorithm without affecting 
the end results,” Safarpour says. “This is exciting as it means 
we can do more processing with less energy consumption. We 
have demonstrated two times higher energy efficiency with 
trivial trade-offs using commercial FPGAs.” 

However, reducing voltage leads to errors in computations. 
To tackle this challenge, Safarpour and colleagues have de-

veloped a method that can detect and tackle those hardware 
errors and make the system recover from failure. “We have 
shown 50% savings in common matrix applications by experi-
mentation on a FPGA device with ~ZERO decrease in reliabili-
ty or system performance,” Safarpour summarizes.

The developed methods apply widely to challenges in ma-
chine learning accelerators and communication systems and 
include numerous benefits. They are easy and cheap to imple-
ment regarding the time investment and they can be integrat-
ed with even High-Level-Synthesis tools. 

At the same time, the methods produce multiple folds pow-
er consumption savings on the FPGA and ASIC that are 
used for computations of MIMO and deep learning algo-
rithms. They also increase in reliability of their processing 
platforms. “Even if the voltage is not intended to be scaled 
down, our low overhead method adds to reliability of com-
putations,” Safarpour says. “This can for instance be applied 
to satellite communications.” 

Futhermore, the methods relax thermal issues of the FPGAs, 
e.g., in base-stations, by operating in Inverse Temperature De-
pendence region. “We have been able to show how heat ena-
bles faster clocking at lower voltages and our method is cable 
of exploiting that,” Safarpour concludes. And with smaller cell 
sizes in the future, leading to a massive rise in the number of 
base stations, this may well be a winning solution.

Prof. Olli Silvén,
Head of the CMVS research unit at University of Oulu

More than 200 researchers work around different 
research topics related to artificial intelligence (AI) 
at the University of Oulu. The first AI research group 
– Machine Vision Group, the predecessor of Center 
for Machine Vision and Signal Analysis - (CMVS), was 
established as early as in 1981. The research truly has 
long roots.

Artificial Intelligence research and development at 
the University of Oulu covers a wide range of different 
areas: computer vision, emotion AI, machine learning, 
robotics, edge computing, and medical, industrial and 
atmospheric applications of AI methods. 

“Throughout the years, many spin-off companies re-
lated to AI have been born,”  Silvén says . “Our group’s 
long-term expertise has a lot to offer for 6G develop-
ment as well.” 
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AI-ASSISTED DETECTION OF 
BIOSIGNALS AND 
HUMAN EMOTIONS 
Fundamental methodology research on autonomous learning 
can benefit most, if not all, computer vision tasks. With the aid 
of autonomous learning, we can automatically design a con-
textual-aware neural network for different perceived data giv-
en specific computer vision tasks.

“Although wireless communication and machine vision focus 
on different forms of signals, we can use machine learning to 
advance specific tasks, e.g., to automize or optimize process-
es, and to facilitate human interactions,” professor Guoying 
Zhao and professor (Tenure Track) Xiaobai Li note.

The experts study Emotion AI including the recognition and 
analysis of facial (micro)-expressions, emotional (micro)-ges-
tures and for non-typical emotions, which are directly relat-
ed with emotion understanding and can facilitate education, 
psychotherapy, remote services, and autonomous driving, to 
mention a few. 

“Facial micro-expression analysis is important for under-
standing human’s hidden or suppressed emotions, and facial 

action unit (AU) is the smallest element of facial movements,” 
the experts note. Moreover, body gesture and micro-gesture 
analysis and recognition are also crucial for emotional status 
recognition. Multi-channel information fusion has been inves-
tigated for a complete emotion understanding system.

The team aims to improve understanding of emotions that do 
not belong to the most general or typical classes, e.g., happy, 
sad, anger, etc., but are commonly encountered in our daily 
life and are practically essential in application scenarios. Such 
non-typical emotions include boredom, confusion, interest, 
shame, nervousness and confidence, Li notes. 

Solutions for self-monitoring and early 
screening of diseases

Remote physiological signal measurements carry immense 
potential for numerous applications in remote heathcare, 
e.g., self-monitoring of heart functions, early screening of 
heart disease, and so on. Hence, they are a crucial tool for 
remote heart rate measurements, heart rate variability meas-

6G Innovation 6G Innovation 
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urements and respiration measurements and can lead to 
massive cost savings in healthcare services. One example 
application case is remote atrial fibrillation detection from 
just face video analysis with the collaboration with the cardi-
ologists in the University hospital.

With advanced computer vision and machine learning tech-
nology, the experts look for solutions to interconnected chal-
lenges such as: how to counter the influence of human mo-
tions and lighting variations when measuring heart rate from 
facial videos; how to deal with low intensity and improve mi-
cro-expression recognition accuracy and; how to relieve the 
problem of insufficient and imbalanced data for micro-ges-
ture analysis.

Multimodal learning and fusion have been deeply explored in 
the group. In practice, multimodality fusion can take place on 
various levels. It includes fusion at the sensor level, i.e., data re-
corded with multiple sensors (RGB, NIR, depth, or 4D cameras, 
bio-sensors), fusion at the feature level, i.e., different feature 
clues such as depth and texture, multi-view faces, etc., and 
also fusion at the decision level, i.e., collaborative classification 
and voting of parallel modules. 

“With 6G technology and the concept of IoT, we can explore 
ideas to combine cameras with other kinds of sensors for 
distributed learning and fusion, for tasks such as safety of 
driving, or home healthcare monitoring,” Zhao says. “When 
combined, multimodal fusion and autonomous learning can 
lead to more robust and efficient machine learning solutions 
in various fields and in forms of software, services, or smart 
products with emotional intelligence and self-learning to-
wards 6G.” 

Vision-based assistive medical diagnosis 

In the current and future video-capable and communication 
devices, the integration of assistive diagnosis applications 
based on computer vision is going to play an increasingly 
important role as it will be integrated in all types of Tele-
Health strategies.

Professor (Tenure Track) Miguel Bordallo Lopez adopts a 
multidisciplinary approach at the intersection of AI-assisted 
primary healthcare and real-time computer vision and signal 
analysis. “Our research is likely to enable new applications and 
methods in several related fields which are not traditionally 
studied jointly, such as digital and public health, computer vi-
sion, computing and communication architectures.”

His research aims at laying the foundations to produce nov-
el solutions for vision-based assistive diagnosis in primary 
healthcare, bringing the technology into practical applicability 
and potentially changing the way that medical and healthcare 
are performed.

“Camera-based assistive medical diagnosis assistance is an 
emerging topic of interest as it provides a remote alternative 
to traditional primary healthcare, since it does not necessarily 
require personal visits to the health centers and allows contin-
uous monitoring,” Bordallo Lopez says. “Computer vision and 
AI can leverage remote and mobile video data, and they can 

assist in providing unobtrusive and objective information in a 
patient’s condition.”

To give an example, up to 30 medically relevant symptoms or 
conditions can be detected or at least assessed objective-
ly using computer vision methods and facial images. At the 
same time, analyzing the signals of complementary modalities 
such as radio signals, such as the ones used in 5G/6G com-
munication, provide for privacy preserving alternative sources 
of information.

“Although many advanced computer vision based health-
care and medical diagnosis methods have been demonstrat-
ed, their actual implementations as embedded or remote 
solutions, if existing, are still far from being useful,” Bordallo 
Lopez notes. “The problem derives from the implementation 
challenges arising from explainability, real time computations, 
communication capabilities and cost issues.” 

Challenges of distributed and embedded 
5G/6G devices

The real challenge is finding how we could enable the use of 
computer vision for medical diagnosis using camera-based 
devices such as mobile phones, or remote video connections 
e.g. video-conference services, both including communica-
tion capabilities. 

“A particular problem that we are trying to tackle now is the 
use of radio signals produced by 5G/6G devices, jointly for 
communication and sensing, so we could obtain data about 
location, activity and biosignals, such as vital signs, of a pa-
tient in an unobtrusive and privacy preserving way,” Bordallo 
Lopez notes. “These would enable a wide range of applica-
tions with cooperative systems that are integrated with other 
devices as well.” 

The applicable implementation of these methods deals fun-
damentally with multiple distributed and embedded devices 
that need to communicate and process large amounts of data 
with low latencies in a very energy efficient way - a challenge, 
which is at the core of 6G research. In addition, effective ap-
plications need to deal with multiple sources of heterogenous 
data that is retrieved from different locations and that must be 
combined in real-time. 

It is important to embrace the challenges and particularities 
that derive from real world scenarios, conditions and devic-
es, so that the solutions become truly applicable. He and his 
colleagues use video to extract and classify biosignals (such 
as respiration or pulse) and respiratory or circulatory danger 
signs (chest indrawing, asymmetries) from regular videos 
obtained with hand-held devices or remote video-confer-
ence services - a cost-effective solution that can have wide 
global impact.

“We are trying to create self-assessment video-based mo-
bile apps for the pre-diagnosis of stroke, even before visiting 
the hospitals,” Bordallo Lopez explains. “We are also bringing 
real-time video analysis based on mobile devices to remote 
areas in small and middle-income countries, enabling point-
of-care assistive diagnosis to, for instance, child pneumonia.”
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WOOD-BASED ELECTRONICS FOR  

SUSTAINABLE 6G?

6G Innovation 

The amount of electronics in the world is growing. It is impor-
tant to study how we could made electronics more sensibly 
and more sustainably in comparison with the current produc-
tion method. What will new technology do and what it will be 
used for? These aspects determine how devices should be 
manufactured and what they could be made of. 

The interfaces between communications technology and ma-
terials technology are interesting, and wood-based electron-
ics are an important line of investigation, especially in a coun-
try like Finland where forest industry represents one fifth of 
the export of goods. Predictions of what kinds of applications 
wood-based electronics could be used for would be prema-
ture, but radio lenses that direct the signals of a radio transmit-
ter have already been made of nanocellulose. 

Key guiding factors in the manufacture of electronics are the 
temperature of manufacture and the use of energy. Tempera-
tures are being brought down and in many situations produc-
tion at room temperature is already possible. Different materi-
als are optimised for the intended use of specific electronics: 
sustainability, recyclability, availability, environmental friend-
liness, and naturally also the price, which is affected by pro-
curement, transport, and processing. The new manufacturing 
methods are significantly linked with printable electronics, 
which is going strong in the Oulu area. Production of wood-
based electronics is one part of the development of printed 

electronics. Radio lens is a central part of the production of 
new technology at the intersection of radio technology and 
printed electronics.

“We are now making a 6G radio device for demonstrating data 
communications that is as fast as possible. In 6G the frequen-
cy of the signal is 300 gigahertz, and the wavelength is such 
that the size of the antenna need not exceed one millimetre,” 
says postdoctoral researcher Sami Myllymäki of the Microe-
lectronics Research Unit. 

Aiming the signal toward the antenna of the receiver is a cru-
cial point where radio lenses are needed. A lens focuses the 
radiation and increases the distance between the transmitter 
and receiver, thereby extending the range. 

“For example, cameras also have lenses because they give a 
sharp picture. Similarly, in a radio the goal is high-quality signal 
transmission, which requires an accurate radio environment 
image. Radio lens is a central part of producing new technolo-
gy,” explains Myllymäki, who is specialised in radio technology 
and new materials.

One aim of 6G is to bring much greater speed to radio devices. 
A hope for the future is to transfer volumes of data that mas-
sively exceed what was previously possible almost without 
delay and, of course, very reliably. This will be made possible 
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by raising the frequency. Consequently, the requirements for 
the computational capacity of the data to be transmitted will 
also vastly increase.

“The computational power and high frequency steer equip-
ment solutions in a direction that imposes high demands on a 
silicon-based microprocessor, and the speed of a transistor in 
the amplifiers is pushed to the extreme. On the other hand, it 
is not feasible to replace silicon with a more expensive mate-
rial, which should be considered when innovating something 
new,” Myllymäki ponders.

The semiconductor industry uses plastics, ceramics, and met-
als. With respect to materials, consideration is given to what is 
used now, and what new materials might replace them. Silicon 
is the key material, and any new materials will be compared 
to it. A new material must naturally be better than the current 
ones in performance, but also in other respects. 

“Traditionally in electronics the aim has been to fit things into a 
small space, which means that they are tightly integrated. This 
has been done by utilising materials with high permittivity. In 
6G, it is not essential to squeeze things into a smaller space. 
For purposes of integration, small size in the new materials has 
largely reached its sensible limit,” Myllymäki points out.

Radio lenses out of nanocellulose

If we calculate the share of electronics in the overall consump-
tion of plastic in the world, it is quite small. Therefore, wood-
based electronics alone will not bring us a new way to utilise 
the forest industry, but it is definitely one of the possibilities 
for the future. 

“The search is on for raw materials that replace plastic. Envi-
ronmental friendliness is an important, perhaps even the most 
important reason. Nanocellulose is a natural, interesting sub-
stitute material. In addition, the recycling is easier when the 
material is water soluble,” Myllymäki says, adding that the ma-
terial is also brittle, but nevertheless a potential option.

“Nanocellulose has many benefits: it is a light, mechanically 
strong material, with a low loss structure for electricity, and 
the material is easy available. Lightness and low loss are im-
portant. Loss of signal in the material needs to be made low. 
The best of materials can be 99% air and then the proportion 
of loss is infinitesimal. We can already print a material that is 
similar to air for research purposes - which means that it is ex-
tremely light. However, it is also brittle,” Myllymäki notes.

Nanocellulose is used in different ways in the production of 
components: mould casting technology, printing technology, 
and 3D printing. It is a great bonding agent in materials and it 
forms a printable surface. When we go to materials with low 
permittivity, they start to be so porous that they do not have 
a contiguous surface for an electrical conductor. Cellulose 
makes these suitable for printing and gives a necessary sup-
port structure. They are formed out of nanotube structures, 
which means that much air is mixed in. Sami Myllymäki ex-
plains the matter enthusiastically, even though a water soluble 
and brittle electronic component sounds like a strange start-
ing point, to say the least.

“As researchers we are looking for positive possibilities. We 
must not get bogged down with problematic issues. I also 
believe that the market will decide, which means that a pro-
tective surface material can be developed for lenses, which 
means that they are durable enough, and water solubility is not 
an obstacle to use, but it is a significant advantage at the re-
cycling stage.”

The multidisciplinary character of the University of Oulu is 
showing its strength once again when developers of new 
electronics from the same place acquire tailor-made nano-
cellulose as a handicraft produce from northern Finland. The 
mass comes from the Fibre and Particle Engineering research 
unit, which aims to promote the implementation of circularity 
and bioeconomy with the help of materials research. 

Reflecting surfaces and smart dust 

Sami Myllymäki is specialised in radio technology and microe-
lectronics which is a great combination for 6G research.

“I have an engineer’s identity and I am a link person between 
different topic areas and their researchers.”

Both 5G and 6G are taking us to a heavy radio infrastructure 
and powerful computational requirements. 

“And then there are IoT devices that can link to the internet. 
A single, exceedingly small device is sufficient for produc-
ing certain information, for example, measuring temperature. 
Structural electronics are developing at the same time; de-
vices and materials are functional on their own, electronics 
is integrated into them already in the manufacturing phase,” 
Myllymäki says. 

An interesting example are reflecting surfaces that are need-
ed to help the propagation of signals as wireless data commu-
nications expands in the built environment. What could they 
be like? From this we can move to large-sized materials of 
printable electronics. The material needs to be electronically 
adjustable, or controllable. When radio devices are used to 
point a signal at a surface, it needs to be capable of directing 
it to the desired target. So, researching new materials and de-
veloping directing lenses are also centrally also linked with the 
large surfaces of the built environment and the highly promis-
ing area of intelligent reflecting surfaces. 

The next interest for Myllymäki, in addition to reflective sur-
faces, is to consider extremely fine smart dust, or devices that 
might be made in the future that are so small that they are like 
tiny particles. 

“We researchers offer alternatives. It is not possible to move 
to anything new if it has not first been developed. Experimen-
tal culture must be maintained. We can do that when we think 
about how 6G works. Researched knowledge beats guess-
work every time,” Myllymäki concludes. 

Check videos and links to research 
publications:
oulu.fi/6gflagship/news/wood-based-electronics

https://www.oulu.fi/6gflagship/news/wood-based-electronics
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GOING FROM  
DEVICE-CENTERED  
TO HUMAN-CENTERED 

TECHNOLOGY
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In 6G research, the year 2030 gets touted around a lot. By that 
time–still futuristic but ever approaching–the world will be 
a very different place, with ubiquitous, reliable and real-time 
connectivity and the planet will be the better for it. ”Maybe,” 
says Dr. Ian Oppermann, New South Wales Government Chief 
Data Scientist and Industry Professor at University of Technol-
ogy Sydney.

Obviously, Oppermann is all for digitalization and technologi-
cal advancement, and in fact thinks there is no alternative path 
for us, if we are to survive as a species. However, there are im-
portant decisions to be made and serious conversations to be 
had about things like data, consent, privacy and trust.

”The big difference in the vision for 6G, when compared with 
4G or 5G, is the movement away from being device-centered 
to being human-centered,” Oppermann says. ”People are put 
in the center both as sources of data as well as users of data. At 
the moment we get to decide what kind of world we want for 
us in the future, a world where we inevitably will be revealing 
more and more data about ourselves.”

Already, we are creating very rich digital footprints as we use 
our devices. We constantly use sophisticated technology, cas-
ually exchanging information about ourselves for personalized 
services, the problems of which we are just working out. It is 

very easy to imagine benign applications now and in the future 
with, say, zero energy devices woven into our clothes, but it is 
getting increasingly more difficult to imagine every scenario 
where our personal information might be useful.

”It all comes down to the increasing number of ways we gener-
ate and use data. Think of a smart home, where the lights turn 
on and off as you move from room to room, where the heating 
is controlled intelligently by the number of people at home. 
That’s already divulging your exact location and that you are 
with someone else,” Oppermann describes.

”Imagine you have a smart toilet that analyzes your urine chem-
istry and gives you recommendations for what to eat, based 
on your phosphate levels. Maybe that information gets shared 
with your fridge and it suggests you should eat more bananas. 
There are many questions about this scenario, beginning with 
‘Can I trust this service?’ And ‘Who is responsible if this is not 
good advice?’”

“Trust is a must in 6G”

Another convenient piece of technology might be a drone 
hovering above your home, providing you with an ad hoc 
mobile network (great), but in addition the drone can record 
your location (dubious, but OK) and perhaps measure your 
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body temperature (definitely not OK). The obvious question 
is, do you consent to all of this? While it’s easy to say that one 
wouldn’t consent to giving away personal vital signs, many of 
us already do with devices intended to track our health. More 
than that, the little bits of data we give out might be connect-
ed later down the road to satisfy new uses, ones we may or 
may not like.

”The more devices we connect with, in clothing, in shoes, in our 
cars and homes, the more difficult it becomes to give genuine 
and meaningful consent. End user agreements are alradyinef-
fective and confusing. We can’t keep up with what’s already in 
place, not to mention in the future, and so consent and privacy 
as we’ve come to understand them are increasingly outdated 
concepts. Society must engage with these issues, as individu-
ally it’s very hard to take them on,” Oppermann says.

It is also very easy to imagine malign applications and services 
intended to restrict and harm human beings, like state sur-
veillance to control citizens, or terrorist attacks designed to 
degrade or downright destroy systems deployed in societies, 
or cybercriminals threatening to release sensitive information 
about individuals unless they pay a ransom. As the COVID-19 
pandemic was unleashed on the world and people – includ-
ing politicians, military personnel and corporate staff–started 
working from home, remote presence technology suddenly 
created a huge number of new cyber attack surfaces. And as 
we put zero energy devices into building materials or clothing 
and have everything talk to everything else, the vulnerabilities 
will only increase.

But, even if we may have little chance of imagining all the con-
sequences of having data harvested and utilized at this expo-
nential rate, we do have the possibility to lay down rules, says 
Oppermann.

”Civil democratic society can say, look, here’s a set of princi-
ples that everyone must abide by, like you must never reveal 
the location of a child, or divulge anyone’s religious or sexu-
al preference and so on. However technology is employed, 
these are the principles that must be followed. But we must 
be forward-looking and anticipatory in our conversations 
about society.”

The challenges in creating a trustworthy 6G are multidisci-
plinary, spanning technology, regulation, techno-economics, 
politics and ethics. ”Trust is a must in 6G,” agrees associate 
professor Mika Ylianttila who leads a research group focusing 
on network security and softwarization at the Centre for Wire-
less Communications, University of Oulu.

”There are many examples of popular applications people 
download to their mobile phones, which they cannot truly 
trust, and where all their personal data can end up when they 
give their consent in order to use the application. Typically the 
user data is uploaded to a cloud service, and stored and pro-
cessed further and in many cases sold to third parties, of which 
the users may not have the slightest idea. Without more so-
phisticated ways of ensuring trust, security and privacy, there 
will be even more challenges in the future, as more services 
and technologies emerge where user data can be collected 
and utilized. Distributed ledger and blockchain technologies 

are one potential way to increase trust in the network, but also 
other considerations are required,” Ylianttila explains.

A human in the loop

How to keep up with development, then? The answer is put-
ting people in the center of technology, or insuring there’s al-
ways a human in the loop–if we’re smart. Artificial intelligence 
is already doing the easy stuff for us automatically and moving 
to more and more complicated tasks, but we need to decide 
what technology can and should do for us.

”For instance, deploying lethal autonomous weapons is an 
extreme example of automated technology. Another would 
be the automatic deployment of a COVID-19 vaccine that 
AI has deemed sufficiently effective. We obviously have to 
have standards to deal with issues like these and others,” 
Oppermann says.

Oppermann stresses that the conversations around data, 
technology and security are urgent. We have a chance to de-
scribe the world we want to live in, but we can’t choose all the 
good stuff and ignore the bad. 2030 isn’t the end point: we will 
have an extra billion people on the planet during that decade, 
and in the 2050’s another billion people on top of that. Mean-
while, we need to figure out how to feed everyone and how to, 
say, fight off infection as we are running out of effective antibi-
otics. To think that we could revert to a life where people won’t 
survive minor cuts is horrifying, but something we absolutely 
need to think about, says Oppermann.

”We can model RNA interactions and gene folding and we can 
do some things that are pretty damn amazing. The important 
thing is to realize is that we don’t do them because they are 
cool. We do them because we have to. We must rely on digital 
services that are increasingly vulnerable and that is why we 
need some pretty good standards,” Oppermann says.

Not because it’s interesting, not because it’s cool: because 
it’s survival.

Janne-Pekka Manninen

Read more: 
oulu.fi/6gflagship/6g-white-paper-trust-security-privacy

https://www.oulu.fi/6gflagship/6g-white-paper-trust-security-privacy
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ECOSYSTEM PARTNERS

BRING THE  
6G VISION ALIVE                                                                             
We are going through a dramatic shift towards all-dig-
ital and wireless, expedited by a 6G vision of deep fusion 
of many technologies, which will positively shake the very 
foundation of how we work, live, and conduct our daily lives. 
6G wireless embeds an unseen technology mix, where plat-
form-economy, smart-specialization, real-timeliness, and 
AI all offer huge boost to businesses and operations, every-
where in the world. 

The old notion of “value chains” will be replaced by “value 
creation network” pointing out to deep network economy - a 
continuously optimizing frontier of applications, services, and 
products. It also means that our immediate environment is 
becoming increasingly smart, self-sustained and green. The 

level of automation will rise substantially in all businesses, and 
distances start to lose meaning, when you can reach places 
and events wherever you are. Thus, business models will also 
experience a large and disruptive makeover, where the digital 
divide will be overrun by the low-barrier access to connectivi-
ty, services and smart applications. 

“6G Flagship has built these ideas into its goals, and they 
have a large role in shaping everything we do with our eco-
system partners,” says Prof. Jaakko Sauvola, 6G Flagship 
Ecosystem Leader. “We offer our partners a way to see, 
experiment and pilot these shifts early on in co-creation 
projects, think tanks and through knowledge-sharing be-
tween partners.”

Collaboration
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Serial innovator and ecosystem leader 

ICT technologies offer endless opportunities to shape towards 
better, sometimes with disruptive force, like in 6G. “I understood 
a long time ago that you can only be an innovator if you can il-
lustrate what future could be and can build a concrete path to 
realize it with the network of top talents,” Sauvola says. “My 
motivation comes from playing with the continuous flows of 
ideas and disruptions, and creative ways to make things work.” 

During 25+ years Sauvola has led small and large teams and 
ecosystems in four continents and has always enjoyed making 
new ideas work in co-creation with talented minds from many 
organizations and disciplines. “Mastering this level of com-
plexity and opportunity in ICT, and wireless especially, from 
ideas to markets, is very attractive for me,” Sauvola says. “Be-
cause of my dual background in academia and business, I have 
often been called as a serial innovator, but it really comes with 
the flow, where one tends to think ahead to visualize unseen 
things, then build strategies, followed by operations that might 
have tremendous positive impact on people’s lives, company 
futures and society in general – and make them reality. 6G is a 
good example of this.” 

Sauvola’s first ecosystem leadership was already in the mid-
90’s, when he and his colleagues established one of the 
world’s first ICT forums to expedite co-development of mo-
bile services between companies and academia. “Since then, 
I have ideated or co-founded several co-creation networks 
and ecosystems for various areas using ICT as springboard, 
e.g., Open operator environment, Mobile Zone, Arctic Drones, 
AI and analytics, SuperIoT, Allied ICT, Auto cluster, and so on,” 
Sauvola reminisces. “When the Flagship opportunity opened 
to us, I was asked to join the leadership team from the ecosys-
tem perspective.” 

Already in the program application phase, Sauvola helped to 
build a vision and a brand around 6G, backing it up with a vision 
video full of 2030 and beyond potential usage scenarios aligned 
with the Flagship plan. “6G has a hugely attractive vision, cause 
and call to action that appeal to companies, governments, and 
academia around the world,” Sauvola notes. “Due to world-class 
wireless ICT research in Finland, we already had deep connec-
tions to the key companies and universities around the world. 
When we won the Flagship status in 2018, we really started 
something unforeseen and new. Hundreds of companies and 
public actors quickly noticed us, and expressed interest in 
joining our 6G vision building and ecosystem. We were first in 
the world to do this, and it became a global success, in a very 
short time.”

Ecosystem as a path to 6G 

The mission of the 6G Flagship ecosystem is to offer its part-
ners an easy access to 6G. Each partner decides the level of 
participation, based on the organization’s own priorities. Some 
partners are deep in technology research, some want to uti-
lize 5G in their current products and create their roadmap in 
6G, and some are seeking information for their strategies and 
business models. But, almost all partners are seeking new 
ways to improve their business and operations with the part-
nership network, new knowledge and ideas. 

“It is very important that the 6G Flagship ecosystem is open 
for all interested parties, with fair rules of engagement and 
participation to 6G activities,” Sauvola underlines. “We are 
seeing huge amounts of companies and businesses interest-
ed in 6G, from agriculture to automotive, and from health to 
heavy industries,” Sauvola notes. “Also public parties from cit-
ies to governments are really interested, since 6G will be the 
key enabler in the center of future smart cities, governments 
and UN goals. It is important for our partners in all levels of en-
gagement, from deep research to project work, to understand 
how 6G can impact my organization’s future.”

6G Flagship is entering a phase where business verticals 
are coming in more and more with a question: what does 6G 
mean for my business? “We wish to work jointly on the burning 
questions and ideas of what 6G is, how do we get there, how 
I can utilize it, what is important for me now, next and then?” 
Sauvola explains. “The path to knowledge is very important, a 
key value for all our partners, followed by continuous stream of 
interesting activities.”

Now that 6G starts to be a global phenomenon, the 6G Flag-
ship team is putting more efforts to communication, events 
and sharing of materials and knowledge to all partners - what 
is going on and how to participate? “We offer a view to fron-
tiers of research, easy ways to join projects, find partners and 
funding, understand standardization, develop next-level use 
cases, and so on,” Sauvola says. “The key role of the 6G Flag-
ship ecosystem is to make joining easy, and to make the 6G 
vision a reality for every partner’s business.” 

6G Flagship vision for 2030
Our society is data-driven, enabled by near-instant, unlimited 
wireless connectivity 

Watch the vision video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6ubRoZCeVw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6ubRoZCeVw
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Olli: I joined Nokia during my third year of electrical engineer-
ing studies, and worked for Nokia ever since. Currently my role 
in Nokia is to lead 5G ecosystem activities for Nokia/Oulu 
in Finland.  Last five years, I have worked part time also 
for University of Oulu. At the university, my role is to 
lead activities for 5G Test Network (5GTN) which is 
used as a validation infra for 6G Flagship research 
results and offered openly also for other research pro-
grams and surrounding ICT companies. 

Susanna: Our university has long traditions in industry-ac-
ademia collaboration and already for my master’s thesis in 

mathematics, the topic was co-designed with an expert 
from Nokia. As an apprentice for senior professors, 
I have learned how to initiate, maintain and proceed 
with industry collaboration. We have always had the 
latest devices and prototypes from the industry as 

well as extremely valuable data and knowledge for our 
experiments. We follow closely industrial development 

and therefore can adjust our education to match the indus-
try needs. We learn by doing and constant benchmarking of 
academy and industry state of the art.

Support for industry experts is a key function that research groups within 6G Flagship offer for companies. What 
types of questions do industry representatives currently have, when they approach your teams?

Olli: Majority of the requests are open queries targeting to scan 
opportunities and potential for cooperation. ICT technology 
developers typically know what they want, but other indus-
tries are still quite lost, as they are in a very early phase of 
digitalization and in their plans of utilizing mobile wire-
less communication for industrial connectivity.  Whole 
industry sector recognizes that big transformation has 
started, and companies may have ideas or problems 
at hand, but they don’t know whether they should invest 
now or rather wait for technology to develop.

Susanna: Many companies build visions and roadmaps for 
sustainable development to reach strict carbon neutrality 

targets towards 2030. There are a lot of open questions 
related to how to measure and improve the impact of 

novel technological solutions within the sustainabil-
ity pillars; societal, economic and environmental. In 
manufacturing industry, e.g. enabling adaptive pro-
duction layout with wireless technologies and edge 

intelligence, as well as increasing the safety and wellbe-
ing of the employees with IoT and AI are actively studied for 

matching customer demand in an efficient and flexible way, 
saving resources. 

What types of settings and conversations are most useful for identifying and solving challenges together with 
company experts?

Olli: Cooperation is most fruitful, when industry has a real 
problem to solve, or if they have a clear digitalization strat-
egy describing how they see themselves in ten years.  In 
such cases, the dialog leads quickly to practicalities 
and achievable goals which is always critical for 
companies.    

Susanna: There are as many approaches as there are compa-
nies, people and research topics. An excellent research paper 

has novelty in the scientific community and the path towards 
commercialization can be long. For industry, the busi-

ness potential of the activity needs to be clear. The op-
eration speed of industry is fast compared to academy 
and therefore keeping actions in synchronization takes 
careful consideration. It is important that both partners, 

industrial and academic, understand each other and why 
do they do the things like they do. It requires time, dedication 

and careful expectation management to reach innovation. 

You both have versatile experience in understanding industry needs and in running research projects aiming at 
boosting productivity and competitiveness in companies. Where does your expertise derive from?

6G Flagship’s experts Olli Liinamaa and Susanna Pirttikangas discuss how universities and companies can benefit from joining 
forces in innovation.

1.

2.

3.
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Why Finland is the perfect building ground for scaling up innovations and novel services?

Olli: Finland has strong mobile research, education and indus-
try since 1G.  So, a lot of skillful ICT engineers. This country also 
has the highest Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI) 
in EU, which proves that the society overall has a posi-
tive attitude towards experimenting and adopting the 
opportunities of digitalization.  Regulation has also 
been reacting fast to emerging technologies.  Finland 
was the first among EU countries to assign the three 
pioneering bands for 5G. 

Susanna: We develop towards real needs. In the 6G Flagship, 
hard core tech is harnessed to tackle e.g. digital eHealth to-

gether with researchers trying to understand obesity and 
biodiversity dynamics. Finnish researchers and in-

dustry participate in standardization, regulation and 
legislation related to novel technologies. Our multi-
disciplinarity creates the necessary grounds for in-
novation and truly scalable solutions. We could learn 

about more fluent venture funding culture and more 
efficient service design from others. We rely on experience 

sharing and international collaboration.  

What intriguing practical experiments are you now carrying out with companies? What are they bringing for 5G 
and beyond?

Olli: One interesting practical learning was to experience the 
outstanding performance of indoor private mobile network vs. 
WiFi for connecting autonomously moving vehicles. Now 
the handovers work without cuts, and the service avail-
ability fulfills the industry needs. 

Another interesting ongoing experimentation is to fol-
low 5G network KPIs together with the actual industrial 
application.   When 5G is used for critical infrastructure, 
it is crucial to have powerful tools to follow industrial process 
to recognize if the bottleneck is in the application device, back-
end processing, transmission or in the wireless access. 

Susanna: Due to the pandemic we have faced, remote telex-
istence has emerged as a hot topic. Societal distancing re-

stricts employee presence on their work sites and travel-
ling restrictions prevent customer visits. Digitalisation 

of these activities requires a versatile set of different 
technologies and devices to work seamlessly togeth-
er – digital twins, virtual and mixed reality headsets, 
edge intelligence, IoT can be leveraged here. The 

systems need to know what happens next and protect 
from safety hazards. Eventually, we could transfer feelings 

or expectations digitally in a trustworthy manner. 

What can new companies gain from collaborating with us especially through the combination of technology enablers 
and latest university & industry assets?

Olli: 5G started with delivering smooth mobile broadband 
service, but 5G can do a lot more. 6G Flagship is actively push-
ing new technology to new sectors and use cases where 
the business potential is yet to come. With university 
collaboration, companies can explore the business 
potential of new technology in a neutral environment, 
simply by utilizing the infra that university has built or 
with joint project work.

Susanna: Olli has excellent points and at minimum, through 
communication with us you get an understanding what kind 

of things academia is interested in at the moment. Togeth-
er, we can continue from there! 

Olli Liinamaa
Ecosystem manager and 5G Test Network Lead at Nokia  
and University of Oulu

Susanna Pirttikangas
Research Director at University of Oulu and 
AI scientist at Silo.AI

Read more: 
rebootiotfactory.fi • oulu.fi/6gflagship/news/5gviima-ends

4.

5.

6.

https://rebootiotfactory.fi/
https://www.oulu.fi/6gflagship/news/5gviima-ends
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Two of our 6G researchers named Highly 
Cited Researchers

Associate professor Mehdi Bennis and professor Tarik Taleb 
from the Centre for Wireless Communications received a truly 
significant recognition as they were named Highly Cited Re-
searchers 2020 in the annual listing of world’s most influential 
researchers based on publication data in the Web of Science. 

In his research, Mehdi Bennis focuses on radio resource man-
agement, heterogeneous networks, game theory and machine 
learning in 5G networks and beyond towards 6G.

“My research is at the confluence of two technological revolu-
tions, namely wireless communication and machine learning 
at the network edge, which are the two key pillars of the 6G 
Flagship programme. The overarching goal is to draw on the 
availability of data generated at the network edge, compute 
and storage capabilities to enable (truly) intelligent networks 
while taking into account privacy, latency and reliability. We 
have made great strides as far as communication-efficient 
and distributed ML model training is concerned, and we are 
now embarking on the next research endeavour we call Vi-
sionX,” Bennis clarifies.

Tarik Taleb is bridging the research collaboration between 
Aalto University and the University of Oulu and splits his time 
between the two universities. He is very excited to extend his 
MOSA!C Lab from Aalto to Oulu and to do research together.

Read the full story: 
www.oulu.fi/6gflagship/news/highlycited2020

Read the news about Mehdi Bennis elevated to 
IEEE Fellow: 
www.oulu.fi/6gflagship/news/bennis-ieeefellow

HIGHLIGHTS

Highlights

Associate professor Mehdi Bennis

Professor Tarik Taleb

https://www.oulu.fi/6gflagship/news/highlycited2020
https://www.oulu.fi/6gflagship/news/bennis-ieeefellow
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Highlights

Recent dissertations

Alcaraz López Onel Luis, “Resource allocation for machine-type communication : from massive connectivity to ultra-reliable 
low-latency“, April 2020

Särestöniemi Mariella, “UWB in-body propagation and radio channel characteristics for wireless body area network appli-
cations“, April 2020

Xu Yingyue, “Computational modeling for visual attention analysis“, June 2020

Jahromi Sahba S., “Single photon avalanche detector devices and circuits for miniaturized 3D imagers“, June 2020

Khan Hamza, “Resource scheduling and cell association in 5G-V2X“, October 2020

Pandya Abhinay, “Demographic inference and affect estimation of microbloggers“, November 2020

Mustaniemi Janne, “Computer vision methods for mobile imaging and 3D reconstruction“, December 2020

Apilo Olli, “Energy  efficiency  analysis  and  improvements  of  MIMO  cellularcommunications“, December 2020

Leinonen Marko, “Over-the-air measurements, tolerances and multiradio interoperability on 5G mmW radio platform“, De-
cember 2020

Kumar Tanesh, “Secure edge services for future smart environments“, December 2020

Kekkonen Jere, “Performance of a 16×256 time-resolved CMOS single-photon avalanche diode line sensor in Raman spec-
troscopy applications“, April 2021

Read more:
oulu.fi/6gflagship/all-doctoral-theses

https://www.oulu.fi/6gflagship/all-doctoral-theses
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Highlights

Smart Campus program for the network 
economy era launched

The new Smart Campus program will lead Finland towards 6G 
mobile networks and into the 2030s by launching collaboration 
with eight higher education institutions. The goal is to ensure the 
competitiveness of Finnish companies with the introduction 
of novel technologies. The program is funded by the Academy 
of Finland and tightly connected to the 6G Flagship program.

Smart campuses and their ecosystems are innovation en-
gines. The Smart Campus program will serve as a new kind of 
platform and partnership model for innovation collaboration 
with SMEs, accelerating the digitalisation of society.

“The aim is to significantly accelerate the digitalisation of 
SMEs in particular. Even the smallest companies will have 
access to the Smart Campus’s service offerings already dur-
ing the project which helps them in utilizing research-based 
knowledge and in increasing the competence of their staff,” 
says Program Manager Risto Jurva.

“We can build an internationally unique ecosystem that aims 
to increase the competitiveness of higher education institu-
tions, companies and cities,” says Professor Jaakko Sauvola, 
Director of the Allied ICT Finland network.

Read more: 
smartcampus.fi

EuMC Microwave Prize to 6G researchers

The European Microwave Conference is Europe’s premier 
conference on microwave, millimetre-wave and terahertz 
devices, systems and technologies. The conference recently 
celebrated its fiftieth edition. The EuMC Microwave prize for 
the best contributed paper to the conference was awarded 
to researchers from the Centre for Wireless Communications 
and the Circuits and Systems research group at the University 
of Oulu, Finland. This was the third time that the award came to 
Finland and the first to the University of Oulu.

“We highly appreciate this nomination. We ramped up 5G mil-
limeter wave integrated circuits research at the university only 
some years ago in collaboration with two research units. And 
now we are moving in 6G Flagship to even higher frequencies 
and more complex research problems. This award indicates 
that we are on the right path and encourages us to move to-
wards future challenges,” says Aarno Pärssinen, Professor of 
radio engineering at CWC.

5G millimeter wave (mmW) radios will need a very large num-
ber of antennas for best performance. Therefore, electronics 
associated to each antenna element must be extremely com-
pact in size and must contain capability to switch between 
transmit and receive modes efficiently. 

Read the full story: 
www.oulu.fi/6gflagship/news/eumc-microwave-prize

This 670µm x 570µm microscope photo shows the front-end 
with most of the area occupied by circular shapes that are in-
ductors and transformers. Small red squares are metal fills to 
ensure planarity of the IC.

https://smartcampus.fi
https://www.oulu.fi/6gflagship/news/eumc-microwave-prize
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UROS Innovation Center opened

UROS Ltd. has opened an innovation center in Oulu. Univer-
sity of Oulu is one of the partners. Earlier announced strate-
gic partnership focuses on IoT connectivity and IoT related 
business verticals, such as the digitalization of environmen-
tal technologies. 

“The collaboration between UROS and University of Oulu has 
roots in 5G Test Network activities. We are now extending 
the same practical approach to our ambitious 6G research 
and development within the 6G Flagship program and the 
growing 6G ecosystem that we are proud to introduce in the 
UROS Innovation Center. With innovative technological solu-
tions, we can build a stronger future society towards 2030”, 
says Arto Maaninen Vice Rector for Cooperation, University 
of Oulu.

The University wants the research results and expertise to 
be in active use, and what better way to do this than through 
a space for students and researchers to get access to the 
latest technologies, and a lab space for working. The Inno-
vation Center and the ecosystem of organizations around 
it will become the catalyst for many success stories in the 
years to come.

Read more about the co-operation from 
previous news:
www.oulu.fi/6gflagship/news/urosco-op

Highlights

6G Flagship’s publications now  
openly available

6G Flagship promotes open science and innovation in its ac-
tivities. We have now made available more than 1300 scien-
tific publications that our experts have produced since May 
2018. With the open access and self-archived articles, we 
wish to share our research and validation results widely and 
raise discussion e.g. on key technology components, busi-
ness aspects and related regulations towards 2030.

“Scientific impact is of course of uttermost importance for 
our researchers,” says Academy Professor Matti Latva-aho, 
Director of 6G Flagship. “Volume wise, our figures are really 
good – it will be up to whole research community how the 
impact via citations will develop.”

Search for topics that interest you most and stay tuned on 
our progress in 5G adoption and 6G innovation!

Explore our publications:
6gchannel.com/6g-flagship-publications-archive

https://www.oulu.fi/6gflagship/news/urosco-op
https://www.6gchannel.com/6g-flagship-publications-archive/
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INDUSTRIAL VERTICALS 
HOLD THE PROMISE FOR THE 
BUSINESS OF 6G
”We can’t win in 5G or 6G by playing defense. We have a very 
strong offense game in this regard. And to win, we have to be 
ready to disrupt the old business practices and change the 
rules with new concepts”, says Dr. Petri Ahokangas, Professor 
of Future Digital Business at Oulu Business School. He will fo-
cus on 6G research over the next couple of years as he joins the 
6G Flagship crew full time – bursting with enthusiasm.

In conversation, Ahokangas peppers his replies to an inter-
viewer’s questions with plenty of questions of his own. How 
do we regulate businesses in 6G? How do we take the lead in 
benefiting from new technology? How do we converge data 
platforms with connectivity platforms? And, most importantly: 
How do we create new business opportunities and business 
models and whole new business ecosystems in 6G?

Innovators
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Ahokangas is an experienced hand in telecoms and business, 
and in the business of telecoms. He has been in the business 
since 2G or GSM, when he took up a position at NetHawk, an 
Oulu-based company which developed testing tools for tele-
communication networks. Ahokangas helped to build the in-
ternational expansion strategy for the company as well as held 
other positions such as leading IT and HR functions during his 
eight years in the company.

”That was my schooling in the telecoms industry. NetHawk 
expanded rapidly to Europe, the U.S. and Asia. Now, I had a 
business degree but very little understanding of the technol-
ogy. I had to pick it up fast, as the company was based on un-
derstanding of not only current mobile technologies but future 
technologies, too, as they were developing measuring equip-
ment to test next-generation networks,” Ahokangas explains.

Currently, Ahokangas has already nearly a decade’s worth of 
5G research under his belt. It was not always clear that this 
would be his path, as he vowed never to deal with computers 
or mathematics after he got out of school.

”That immediately backfired. My first real job was at the Uni-
versity of Oulu, working with statistics and data. So much for 
my promise to myself,” Ahokangas says with a chuckle.

Major business opportunities

Begrudgingly or not, Ahokangas became so well-versed in 
technology that when it was time to kick off the first 5G re-
search project in Oulu, he was perfectly positioned to bridge 
the technology side of things with business thinking.

”I could keep up with all the tech jargon and acronyms. At the 
same time, I was looking deeply into my areas of special in-
terest: business models and business model ecosystems,” 
Ahokangas explains.

An ecosystem is a collection of synergistic business models, 
says Ahokangas. The problem herein is that so far companies 
have fought to optimize their own business models at the ex-
pense of other companies’ business models. This needs to be 
changed. Industrial verticals are at the very center of Ahokan-
gas’ research, as he believes that is where the potential lies for 
new added value.

”In the consumer market we’ve seen that there are only a few 
big platforms, like Facebook, Google, Amazon and so on, that 
dominate the playing field and there is practically no room for 
others. Newcomers are often acquired by the big players and 
absorbed into them. On the other hand, in the industry market 
there is not yet such consolidation, which means that there are 
major business opportunities available,” Ahokangas says.

As everyone wants to own their platform, applications and 
infrastructure, clients can get stuck in an environment with 
multiple proprietary systems and may find the environment 
financially untenable. The way Ahokangas sees it, there will be 
converging platforms and ways to benefit from them.

”The big paradigm change for telecoms operators is shared 
spectrum. 5G is about smaller cell sizes, and mobile networks 

have to go inside buildings, so, who is going to build and main-
tain indoor connectivity? Surely not the big operators. Instead, 
you’ll see local network operators in campuses, hospitals, 
sports arenas, retailers and so on. Retailers already ‘own’ their 
customers with loyalty card programs and so on. Why would 
not they have a mobile network of their own to offer their cus-
tomers in the future?” Ahokangas asks.

And going from connectivity to content such as data and open-
ing commerce platforms means that all these platforms of dif-
ferent players will converge. Ahokangas has been working for 
example with the Port of Oulu, which has been building a local 
4G network with digital services and plans to go to 5G. The port 
is an extremely interesting case, says Ahokangas, because it 
contains all the different challenges that come from different 
interest groups having to operate in close collaboration.

”You have all different kinds of companies with different in-
formation systems going from logistics to customs and so 
on. Some working within the port, some working outside of 
it, some in competition with each other. Digitalization can 
benefit all companies at the port. It is also worthwhile to ask 
how the services could complement each other and add val-
ue to existing systems? This is a great business opportunity,” 
Ahokangas says.

You have to be willing to shake things up

Much has been speculated about what 6G will bring in the 
next decade, and, for obvious reasons, no one can say for 
certain at this point. The first white paper on the business 
of 6G –named, appropriately ”White Paper on Business of 
6G”– was published in June 2020, edited by Seppo Yrjölä, 
Ahokangas and Marja Matinmikko-Blue. The joint work dis-
cusses how Artificial intelligence (AI) is going to thoroughly 
enhance our technology going forward, with far-reaching im-
plications for business.

”What kind of AI-based business models will there be? How 
do you automate business? How do you create new business 
that takes advantage of existing platforms? What about reg-
ulation? How do you regulate 6G networks, and how do you 
regulate business that is based on 6G networks?” Ahokan-
gas lists the questions that are close to his researcher’s heart. 
”These things are extremely interesting and no one knows the 
answers yet.”

When trying to imagine the opportunities that near-instant 
telecommunications will hold for us, Ahokangas turns to busi-
ness models as a tool. ”It is a way to look at alternative out-
comes, alternative futures. Option A, option B, they are always 
a part of an ecosystem. You propose a model and then look at 
what is required for it to work,” Ahokangas muses.

And maybe what is required is disruption, writing a new rule-
book for the game. If the technology advances by leaps and 
bounds, it stands to reason that the business side of things 
have to do so as well: to change the mindset from defense 
to offense.

Read the 6G White Paper on Business of 6G:
oulu.fi/6gflagship/6g-white-paper-business-of-6g

Innovators

https://www.oulu.fi/6gflagship/6g-white-paper-business-of-6g
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CACHE-AIDED MMWAVE-BASED 
CONNECTIVITY SOLUTIONS 
Imagine a scenario in an extended reality (XR) or immersive 
digital environment. A large group of users is submerged in a 
network-based immersive application - either educational, 
industrial, gaming, public safety or social networking - which 
runs on high-end eye-wear. The solution maneuvers heavy 
multimedia traffic and every user in the operating environment 
can enjoy a realistic experience.

A comfortable and immersive user experience in this type of 
a scenario is already supported by the latest intelligent high-
end head-mounted devices and software where spatial audio 
and high-rate streaming (4K-and-beyond) create a sensation 
of nearly physical presence in a virtual world. 

In real life, the immersive experience places extremely high 
performance requirements for wireless networks. Associate 
Professor Antti Tölli is now developing an innovative physi-
cal layer connectivity framework which combines  directional 
mmWave connectivity, use of affordable in-device memory 
and multipoint coded caching (CC) techniques.

“In our emerging vision, cache-aided mmWave-based con-
nectivity solutions will be able to manage extreme peak rates 
while ensuring the reliability of increasingly demanding XR ap-
plications,” Tölli says. “The storage capacity of mobile devices 
is constantly increasing and therefore becoming one of the 
cheapest network resources, readily available closer than we 
think. With our innovative solution, the realization of immersive 
digital environments in demanding dynamic wireless settings 
may become affordable in the near future.”

Tackling wireless bottlenecks 

One of the key paths towards the intelligent use of network 
resources and device memory departs from so-called bot-
tleneck areas which suffer from limited wireless connectivity. 
“Advanced content distribution, wireless delivery and pro-
active caching algorithms can dramatically increase the sys-
tem performance in such areas,” Tölli says. “In an immersive 
scenario, coded and collaborative caching is especially ben-
eficial because the location-dependent multimedia content 
becomes a dominant part of the wireless data delivery.”

However, current techniques of data placement in cache 
memories cannot yet handle a dynamic scenario where the 
users move freely and where the immersive virtual environ-
ment is captured based on the exact location and tilt angle of 
each user’s headset. “We need to acquire large-scale detailed 
information of the environment in the proximity of each head-
set,” Tölli notes. “Each user’s streamed data is unique and also 
highly location and time dependent, and the delivery delays 
must be lower than the human perception thresholds.” 

The magic of in-device memory

In actual fact, a large part of the rich multimedia content for 
rendering a certain viewpoint is common among several us-
ers. “If we can identify and select the common location-spe-
cific content, it offers opportunities for efficient use of pooled 
in-device memory resources,” Tölli says. “We can then employ 
intelligent cache placement and network coded multicast 
content delivery mechanisms which make the pooled memory 
an additional degree of freedom to be exploited, in addition to 
wireless resources.” 

In practice, the cache memory of the users could be oppor-
tunistically filled, for instance, with multimedia content which 
represents the fixed structures of the virtual world. In the 
memory placement, content which is relevant to the identified 
system-wide bottleneck areas with poor connectivity, is pre-
ferred and incentivized,” Tölli says. “We foresee that, ultimate-
ly, a significant portion of the multimedia content rendered 
on the eyewear would originate from the local cache available 
conveniently at the user device.” 

Less cache involvement, on the contrary, is needed closer to 
the access points where the wireless connectivity is fluent. 
“We are exploring various cache placement opportunities to 
establish appropriate schemes for distributing files across the 
selected cache memories,” Tölli says. “When we combine dy-
namic and proactive cache replacement strategies with intel-
ligent multiantenna content delivery, common coded content 
can be delivered to maximize the quality of experience of all 
the users, given the limited total memory across the devices.”  

The remaining requested content across the network can be 
delivered e.g. via multipoint multicast beamforming of the net-
work coded content. On the other hand, part of content can 
also be exchanged directly employing nearby device-to-device 
connections (D2D). After the cache (re-)placement has been 
carried out, the network can potentially offload the requested 
content onto the D2D connections. For this purpose, the cach-
es of the nearby users are utilized. “These hybrid scenarios are 
highly useful,” Tölli says. “The network can then decide whether 
it shares the content directly, possibly to multiple users simul-
taneously, using unicast or multicast beamforming, or whether 
it allocates the request to a short-range D2D connection.” 

Challenges of mmWave links

As software companies are ramping up, larger audiences con-
sume extended reality applications. With the constantly grow-
ing usage intensity and unconstrained user mobility, a dynam-
ic full immersion scenario causes major capacity and quality 
challenges for existing networks. Field tests in the current 5G 
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networks have proven 5G capability for a Gbps access link on 
mmWaves. “Immersive digital experience in multi-user envi-
ronments requires extremely high area capacity and ultra-low 
over-the-air latencies, which are not yet fully achieved with 
5G,” Tölli notes. “Communication over mmWave links is by 
default unreliable, subject to random blockage. Solving these 
challenges will become critical as we strive to enable future 
dense and dynamic immersive networks.”

The considered immersive viewing application, in all of its 
complexity, offers valuable results for other fields of technol-
ogy too including autonomous driving, rural network connec-
tivity and remote surgery, to mention a few. The algorithms, 
system design solutions, and performance evaluation frame-
works that Tölli and his team innovate, will be able to direct 
cellular operators, telecommunication research organizations, 
equipment vendors, and mobile software companies, among 
others, towards affordable future solutions beyond 5G. 

Industry relevance of the solutions is highlighted in an on-go-
ing project with Nokia Bell Labs with funding from Finnish 
Research Impact Foundation. “The goal is to validate select-
ed technical solutions in the early phase of 6G system devel-
opment, through proof-of-concept systems and demonstra-
tions, jointly with our industry partner,” Tölli says.

Although he immerses himself into the challenges of virtual 
content delivery during working hours, Tölli has managed to 

keep his home and three sons detached from virtual worlds. 
As a fervent outdoor enthusiast, he is not likely to replace the 
real world with a digital twin soon, either. “Fresh air and Finnish 
forests are much too compelling and hard to replicate,” Tölli 
notes. “My ultimate immersion happens in the middle of no-
where - with my feet on pedals or skis.”

Biography
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6G Flagship in Numbers

Staff

416
experts in 2020

46
Nationalities

Publications (2018 – Feb 2021)

1 418 
Peer-reviewed publications

/ Journal and conference articles

76% Joint publications with collaborators 

65% Joint international publications

12% Joint publications with companies

Doctoral Degrees (2018 – Feb 2021)

55
Doctoral degrees

219 782
Doctoral thesis downloads
Number of downloads in University of Oulu 
repository jultika.oulu.fi

56% International

http://jultika.oulu.fi/
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Investments & Funding (2018 – Feb 2021)

267
Research projects with  

external funding

109
Companies investing in 
research portfolio

6G Flagship in Numbers

6G White Papers (2018 – Feb 2021)

134 381 
 downloads

Number of downloads of 6G White Papers in 
University of Oulu repository jultika.oulu.fi

White Paper 
2019

394 176 
 downloads

White Papers 
2020

Company Collaboration (2018 – Feb 2021)

327
Company collaborators

40% International

http://jultika.oulu.fi/
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